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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This Post-Closure Inspection and Monitoring Report (PCIMR) provides the results of inspections 
and monitoring for Corrective Action Unit (CAU) 110, Area 3 WMD [Waste Management 
Division] U-3ax/bl Crater. This PCIMR includes an analysis and summary of the site 
inspections, repairs and maintenance, meteorological information, and soil moisture monitoring 
data obtained at CAU 110, for the annual period July 2006 through June 2007 . 
Site inspections of the cover were performed quarterly to identify any significant changes to the 
site requiring action . The overall condition of the cover, perimeter fence, and use restriction 
(UR) warning signs was good. However, the condition of cover vegetation was observed to have 
deteriorated significantly compared to the previous reporting period. Additionally, settling was 
observed that exceeded the action level as specified in Section VII.B.7 of the Hazardous Waste 
Permit Number NEV HW021 (Nevada Division of Environmental Protection, 2005). This 
permit states that cracks or settling greater than 15 centimeters (6 inches) deep that extend 
1.0 meter (m) (3 feet [ftJ) or more on the cover will be evaluated and repaired within 90 days of 
detection. 
Along the east edge of the cover (repaired previously in August 2003, December 2003,
 
May 2004 , October 2004, and February 2006), an area of settling was observed during the
 
September 2006 inspection that would imminently exceed the action level and require repair.
 
This area of settling on the cover was repaired in December 2006. Additional cracking was
 
observed along the north edge of the cover during the March 2007 inspection that exceeded the
 
action level, which was repaired in May 2007. Significant animal burrows were also observed
 
during the March 2007 inspection, which were investigated by National Security Technologies,
 
LLC, ecological services, and small mammal trappings were performed in May 2007 .
 
The semiannual subsidence surveys were performed in September 2006 and March 2007. No
 
significant subsidence was observed in the survey data. Monument 5 shows the greatest amount
 
of subsidence (-0.021 m [-0.07 ft] compared to the baseline survey of2000). This amount is
 
negligible and near the resolution of the survey instruments; it does not indicate that subsidence
 
is occurring overall on the cover.
 
Soil moisture results obtained to date indicate that the CAU 110 cover is performing well but
 
may be suffering from inhibited evapotranspiration due to poor vegetation over two of the
 
monitoring stations. Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) data from two of the monitoring
 
stations indicated a sustained increase in soil moisture (1 to 3 percent volumetric moisture
 
content [VMC] change) at a depth of 1.8 m (6 ft) since the exceptionally heavy precipitation
 
from the January and February 2005 precipitation events. The moisture profile in these probe
 
nests above and below this depth, as well as at the remaining two monitoring stations, returned to
 
baseline conditions by October 2005 . At 2.4 m (8 ft) below the cover surface, TDR data show
 
soil moisture content remained between 10 and 13 percent VMC.
 
Considering the heavy precipitation experienced during previous reporting periods followed by
 
below-average drought conditions, a compliance level will be established when the system
 
reaches a steady state and equilibrium has been established.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 
Corrective Action Unit (CAU) 110, Area 3 WMD [Waste Management Division] U-3ax/bl 
Crater, is located in Area 3 of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in Nye County, Nevada. Thi s 
Post-Closure Inspection and Monitoring Report (PCIMR) provides an analysis and summary of 
site inspections, repair and maintenance activities, subsidence surveys, vegetation monitoring, 
meteorological information, and soil moisture monitoring data obtained at CAU 110 for the 
period July 2006 through June 2007. This PCIMR has been prepared in accordance with the 
Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (FFACO) of 1996. 
Inspections of CAU 110 are conducted quarterly to determine and document the physical 
condition of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover and any unusual conditions that could 
impact the proper operation of the waste unit cover. 
The objective of the soil moisture monitoring program is to monitor the stability of soil moisture 
conditions within the upper 2.4 meters (m) (8 feet [ftJ) of the cover and detect changes that may 
indicate moisture movement exceeding the designed performance expectations of the cover. 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
The Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater is an historic radioactive disposal unit located within the 
Area 3 Radioactive Waste Management Site (RWMS) on the NTS (Figure 1). The unit , which 
was formed by excavating the area between two subsidence craters (U-3ax and U-3bl), was 
operationally closed in 1987 under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) as a 
hazardous waste landfill. 
The Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater was identified as an historic RCRA site and was closed in 
accordance with the RCRA Part B Permit issued by the Nevada Division of Environmental 
Protection (NDEP), Permit Number NEV HW009 (NDEP, 2000). This permit specified that the 
unit would be closed under Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 265 (U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] , 1996) closure requirements for interim status facilities . 
Additional closure requirements included U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5820.2A 
(DOE, 1988) and DOE Order 435.1 (DOE, 1999). 
1.3 GEOLOGIC SETTING 
Area 3 is located in Yucca Flats, a topographically closed valley on the eastern side of the NTS 
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories [LLNL], 1982). Yucca Flats is an internal draining, 
north-south trending valley and is bounded on the north by Quartzite Ridge; on the east by 
Halfpint Range; on the south by Yucca Lake, Mine Mountain, CP Hills, and Massachusetts 
Mountain; and on the west by Rainier Mesa, Eleana Range, and Shoshone Mountain. 
Surficial sediments in Area 3 consist of Quaternary and Tertiary valley-fill alluvium derived 
from the surrounding mountains, which are composed of Paleozoic carbonates and clastics and 
tertiary volcanics. These Quaternary/Tertiary alluvial strata occur within fault-bounded troughs 
above the underlying Tertiary volcanic section. The average thickness of this alluvium material 
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is approximately 300 m (980 ft), although in some places it is as thick as 2,000 m (6,560 ft). The 
alluvium is made up of gravel and poorly sorted sands with intermittent silt beds (LLNL, 1982). 
The Yucca Flats watershed is a structurally closed basin encompassing an area of approximately 
780 square kilometers (300 square miles). The structural geomorphology of Yucca Flats is 
typical of the Basin and Range Physiographic Province and lies in one of the most arid regions of 
the country. Located in the Ash Meadow Groundwater Basin, groundwater generally flows 
southwest and discharges at the large springs in Ash Meadows, about 25 miles southwest of 
Mercury, Nevada (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). Water balance calculations for Area 3 
indicate that it is continuously in a state of moisture deficit. 
3
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2.0 POST-CLOSURE MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
2.1 BACKGROUND 
Post-closure monitoring requirements for CAU 110 are described in the Closure Report for 
CAU 110 (U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration Nevada 
Operations Office [NNSA/NV], 2001). 
2.2 SITE INSPECTIONS 
Inspections are performed quarterly, and consist of visual observations to inspect the condition of 
the cover and to document the status of use restriction (UR) warning signs and site fencing. 
Each site inspection is documented on a site inspection form, and copies of these are included in 
Appendix A of this report. 
The post-closure inspection consists of the following: 
•	 The perimeter of the cover fencing is walked by the inspector, and the condition of the 
fencing, UR warning signs, entrance gate, and lock is documented. 
•	 The seven survey subsidence monuments (SMs) located on the cover are inspected. In 
addition, the elevations of all seven SMs are surveyed twice a year and compared to baseline 
elevations collected in 2000 to determine if the cover has subsided. 
•	 During each inspection, any changes in the condition of the cover, warning signs, or fenced 
area are documented. Specific changes noted on the current condition of the cover include, 
but are not limited to, trash/debris within the fenced compound, animal burrows/nesting 
activity, or erosion of the cover. 
•	 Cracks or areas of settling less than 15 centimeters (ern) (6 inches [in.]) deep on the cover are 
documented and scheduled for repair on an annual basis. Larger cracks or areas of settling 
are immediately evaluated and repaired within 90 days. 
•	 All repair work must preserve the original cover "as built" design. If the cover repair 
requires modification of the cover design, the U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear 
Security Administration Nevada Site Office O\Jl\JSA/NSO) will present a formal design 
modification request to NDEP prior to making the design modification. 
2.3 SOIL MOISTURE MONITORING 
The CAU 110 cover is designed to limit infiltration of precipitation into the disposal unit through 
evapotranspiration by vegetation on the cover. The cover performance is monitored using Time 
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) soil water content sensors that are buried at 0.3-m (1-ft) depth 
intervals up to 2.4 m (8 ft) within the waste cover to provide water content profile data. TDR 
probes are installed at a distance of 50.3 m (165 ft) from the southern edge of the cover. An 
array of eight probes (a stack) is repeated at four locations across the cover (Figures 2 and 3). 
The soil water content profile data are used to determine whether the cover is functioning as 
designed. Soil moisture content data from the TDR moisture probes are recorded daily and 
stored on a datalogger. The data are downloaded remotely over-a radio/telephone link . 
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2.4 COMPLIANCE CRITERIA 
The CAU 110 cover boundary is defined by the fence installed around the cover, which is 
approximately 3.0 hectares (7.5 acres) in area. The point of compliance is at the deepest TDR 
soil moisture probe (2.4 m [8 ft] below the cover surface) . Compliance will be set based on soil 
moisture content; however, the specific criteria will not be established until enough data have 
been collected during average site conditions to establish a realistic compliance level. Once the 
soil moisture content within the cover reaches equilibrium under normal precipitation conditions, 
soil moisture compliance values will be agreed upon with NDEP. During this monitoring period, 
the response of the cover during normalization from above-average rainfall during the 2004 and 
2005 reporting periods followed by under-average precipitation conditions in 2006 and the 
present reporting period was observed and compared to predicted performance. Once the cover 
reaches equilibrium, which it is expected to approach during the next reporting period should 
precipitation conditions normalize, a compliance level can be established. 
The following compliance criteria have been established: 
1.	 Notify NDEP of noncompliance within 14 days of determining that the cover is not operating 
according to the established compliance criteria. 
2.	 Compile a list of non-critical maintenance activities (cracks or settling imperfections equal to 
or less than 15 em [6 in.] deep on the cover), and address them in the following fiscal year. 
3.	 Evaluate and repair cracks or settling features greater than 15 cm (6 in.) deep that extend 1 m 
(3 ft) or more on the cover within 60 days of detection. 
2.5 REpORTING REQUIREMENTS 
All inspection and maintenance activities conducted during the year will be documented and 
submitted to NDEP. The annual PCIMR will be provided on or before August 31 of each year. 
The proposed duration of post-closure inspections is five years. After five years of post-closure 
inspections and monitoring, NNSAINSO may submit a request to NDEP to reevaluate the 
monitoring pro gram and /or schedule. 
The annual PCIMR will include the followin g information: 
•	 Brief summ ary of each inspection 
•	 Inspection checklists, field notes , and site photographs 
•	 Subsidence survey results 
•	 Monthly precipitation records for the Buster Jangle Y (BJY) meteorological station 
•	 Periodic reports on the health of cover vegetation 
•	 Soil moisture content profiles for the reported monitoring period 
•	 Maintenance and repair documentation (if any) 
•	 Specific recommendations for nonst andard maintenance or changes in 
post-closure monitoring 
8 
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3.0 SITE INSPECTIONS, SURVEYS, AND MAINTENANCE 
3.1 SITE INSPECTION RESULTS 
Site inspections are conducted in March, June, September, and December. The inspections are 
completed to evaluate and document the performance and maintenance needs of CAD 110 in 
accordance with the requirements of Title 40 CFR Part 265.15, the RCRA Part B Permit 
(NDEP, 2005), and the CAD 110 Closure Report (NNSAlNV, 2001). 
Site inspection documentation includes copies of the inspection checklists, field notes, and site 
photographs. Copies of the inspection checklists, associated field notes, and site photographs for 
September 2006, December 2006, March 2007, and June 2007 are included in Appendix A. 
3.1.1 September 19, 2006, Inspection 
•	 Minor settling and cracks were observed around the previously repaired areas, which were 
predicted to imminently exceed the settling compliance criterion. 
•	 The condition ofUR warning signs, fencing, TDR stations, SMs, and cover vegetation was 
good. 
ConclusionslRecommendations: 
•	 Perform cover repairs. 
•	 Continue inspections as scheduled. 
3.1.2 December 20, 2006, Inspection 
•	 The previously repaired areas were in good condition with no indication of cracking or 
settling. 
•	 Small animal burrows were observed along the northwest edge of the cover. 
•	 The condition ofUR warning signs, fencing, TDR stations, SMs, and cover vegetation was 
good. 
Concl usions/Recommendations: 
•	 Continue inspections as scheduled. 
3.1.3 March 29, 2007, Inspection 
•	 Settling imperfections were discovered that exceeded the compliance criterion, which 
extended 3 to 4 ft on the northeast edge of the cover. 
•	 Extensive animal burrowing was noted across the area of the cover. 
•	 The condition ofUR warning signs, fencing, TDR stations, SMs, and cover vegetation was 
good. 
ConclusionslRecommendations: 
•	 Perform cover repairs. 
•	 Perform small mammal trapping and relocation. 
9 
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•	 Continue inspections as scheduled. 
3.1.4 June 4, 2007, Inspection 
•	 Previously repaired subsidence areas were in good condition. 
•	 No significant cracks or subsidence was noted on the cover. 
•	 A few ground squirrels were noted ; however, most burrows appear to be unoccupied, 
including one inactive ant colony. 
•	 The condition of UR warning signs, fencing, TDR stations, SMs, and cover vegetation was 
good. 
Concl usions/Recommendations: 
•	 Continue inspections as scheduled . 
3.2 SUBSIDENCE SURVEY 
Seven SMs were installed on the cover to provide elevation control and to determine if 
subsidence of the cover occurs. The SM location map is provided in Appendix C. The initial 
baseline subsidence survey was conducted on December 14, 2000. Subsequent surveys are 
conducted twice a year and are compared to the December 2000 baseline survey results. During 
this monitoring period, the subsidence surveys were done on September 19, 2006, and 
March 15,2007. 
The subsidence survey results are tabulated in Table 1. No significant subsidence is observed in 
the survey data. Monument 5 shows the greatest decrease in elevation (-0.021 m [-0.07 ft]) 
compared to the baseline survey in 2000. Calculated subsidence values are negligible and near 
the resolution of the survey instruments, and do not indicate that subsidence is occurring on the 
cover. 
3.3 VEGETATION SURVEY 
The CAU 110 cover was initially planted with native seed on December 4 - 5,2000. 
Revegetation surveys have been conducted every spring since the site was seeded, to assess the 
success of the seeding effort. The May 2007 vegetation survey report and methodology are 
included in Appendix D. The status of the vegetation on the CAU 110 cover was evaluated by 
estimating the amount of vegetative cover and density of plant species. 
3.3.1 Vegetated Cover 
Plant Cover 
The area covered by vegetation was 9 percent lower this year than it was last year. The diversity 
of perennial plant cover decreased significantly on the closure cover, and perennial plants made 
up 100 percent of the total vegetative cover in 2007 . No living cover was present on the 
unseeded areas between the fence and the closure cover, consistent with the previous year. The 
average percent cover estimates over the last five years are presented in Table 2. 
10
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TABLE 1. AREA 3 WMD U-3AxJBL CRATER SUBSIDENCE
 
MONLIMENT ELEVATIONS AND SUBSIDENCE RESLILTS
 
Elevation at Top of Monument! 
DATE 
Subsidence (ft) 
SM #1 SM #2 SM #3 SM #4 SM #5 SM #6 SM #7 
December 2000 4,021.84 4,021.28 4,019.83 4,020.99 4,021.87 4,019.25 4,020 .52 
Baseline 
- - - - - -
-
4,021 .83 4,02 1.28 4,019 .83 4,020.98 4,021.8 6 4,0 19.24 4,020.51 
July 2001 
-0.0 1 0.00 0.00 -0.0] -0.01 -0.0] -0 .01 
4,021.84 4,021.28 4,019.83 4,020.98 4,02 1.86 4,019.24 4,020.5 ] 
January 2002 
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.0] -0.01 
September 2002 
4,02] .83 4,021.27 4,0] 9.83 4,020.98 4,021.86 4,019.24 4,020.50 
-0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.0] -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
4,021.83 4,021.27 4,019.83 4,020.98 4,02 1.86 4,019.24 4,020.50 
January 2003 
-0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
4,021 .83 4,021.27 4,0 ]9.83 4,020.97 4,021 .85 4,019.24 4,020 .50 
July 2003 
-0.0 1 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 -0.0 I -0.02 
4,021.82 4,021.26 4,0]9.82 4,020.97 4,02 1.83 4,019 .22 4,020.49 
March 2004 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 
4,02] .82 4,02] .26 4,019.82 4,020 .96 4,021 .83 4,0] 9.23 4,020.49 
September 2004 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 -0.03 
4,021.82 4,02] .26 4,019.82 4,020.96 4,02 1.82 4,019.22 4,020.49 
March 2005 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 
4,021.82 4,021.26 4,019.82 4,020 .97 4,021 .82 4,0] 9.23 4,020.49 
September 2005 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0 .05 -0.02 -0.0 3 
4,021 .82 4,02 1.26 4,0 19.82 4,020.96 4,02 ] .82 4, 019.23 4, 020.49 
March 2006 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.03 
4,021.8 2 4,02 ] .25 4,0] 9.82 4,020.96 4,02].81 4,019 .22 4,020.49 
September 2006 
-0.02 -0.03 -0.0] -0.03 -0.06 -0.03 -0.03 
4,021 .82 4,02 1.25 4,0 19.82 4,020.96 4,021.80 4,0] 9.22 4,020.48 
March 2007 
-0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 -0.07 -0.03 -0.04 
I Elevations based on North American Vertical Datum of 1929 in ft. 
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Plant Density 
In 2007, the annual density of plant coverage was the lowest to date , with 2.0 plants per square 
meter. The perennial plant density for 2007 is the lowest it has been in the last five years. The 
amount of vegetative cover experienced during this reporting period is less than would be 
expected on native, undisturbed vegetation. Despite the increase in plant size reported during the 
previous reporting period, the cover experienced a significant falloff both in the number of plant 
species as well as the plant density. The most historically dominant plant species, shadescale, 
remained as the onl y persistent vegetation on the cover during the current reporting period. 
Those species reduced to zero or a near-zero population on the cover are Russian thistle, Nevada 
ephedra, winterfat, and both perennial and annual grasses, including Indian ricegrass. The heavy 
precipitation events in 2005 and early 2006 temporarily increased the biomass across the cover, 
causing a dramatic increase in the small mammal population during the 2006 calendar year, 
which due to current drought conditions have grazed much of the biomass, increasing plant 
mortality. 
TABLE 2. CAD 110 AVERAGE PERCENT COVER ESTIMATES 
I
I 
~ 
I I2002 I2003 I2004 I2005 I2006 2007.: 
Total Vegetative 
Cover 6.4 % 3.2 % 12.8 % 20 .2 % 19.6% 10.6 % 
Perennial Cover 6.4 % 
0.0 % 
24.1 % 
Not 
Recorded 
Not 
Re corded 
2.4 % 
0.8 % 
28.0 % 
30.4 % 
9.6 % 
3.2 % 
14.6 % 
38.4 % 
16.8 % 19.6% 
0.0 % 
23.2 % 
57 .2 % 
10.6 % 
0.0 % 
25.8 % 
63 .6 % 
Annual Cover 3.4 % 
26.2 % Mulch/Litter 
Bare 5.4 % 
Alluvium / Gravel 38.4 % 34 .2 % 48 .2 % 
3.3.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Total plant cover decreased from 19.6 percent in 2006 to 10.6 percent in 2007. This is an 
indication that native plant species on the cover have successfully survived the drought 
conditions that followed reseeding in 2000 and have returned to equilibrium after the increased 
precipitation of the previous year. The 9 percent decrease in plant cover this year is attributed to 
the current drought conditions and the subsequent actions of small grazing mammals . 
Based on revegetation efforts in similar regions, a goal of 12 percent plant cover after 5 years 
was established. This does not represent the final plant cover expected on the cover, but an 
intermediate stage. The 5-year goal was met and exceeded the two previous reporting periods, 
but has declined below the 12 percent goal during the current reporting period. Actual total plant 
cover is 10.6 percent; all of it is attributed to perennial native plants . Eventually, should 
precipitation normalize to historical levels, the plant cover should approach 25 percent, based on 
the results of cover estimates for similar plant communities on NTS. 
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The perennial planets found on the cover are well established and continue to provide a viable 
vegetative cover. While the decrease in plant density appears to indicate added stress on the 
plants from the robust populations of small mammals during the current reporting period, there is 
no indication that remedial vegetation is necessary. Vegetation monitoring in future years should 
focus on the effects of the increased number of small mammals and lagomorphs during the last 
two reporting periods, specifically on the density and vigor of the perennial plants present on the 
closure cover. Without a cover of perennial native plants, these areas are prone to invasion by 
annual weedy species, which can spread to adjacent areas. Should these invasive species 
increase in density on the closure cover and appear to have a detrimental effect on the perennial 
plant species, as evidenced by decreases in perennial plant cover and/or density, some remedial 
action may be necessary to protect the composition and stability of the vegetative cover. The 
CAD 110 cover vegetation should continue to be monitored annually to evaluate plant cover, 
density, and diversity. 
3.4 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 
Site maintenance and cover repairs were made in December 2006 and May 2007 as a result of 
observations made during site inspections. 
3.4.1 December 12 - 13, 2006, Repairs 
During the September 19,2006, inspection, one area of settling on the southeast portion of the 
cover exceeded the settling compliance criterion. The area along the east side of the cover had 
been repaired on several previous occasions. The area was repaired over the period of 
December 12 - 13,2006. A portable, gas-powered tamper was used to compact the cracks in the 
cover. The area was backfilled with clean, native soil using wheelbarrows and shovels, and then 
compacted using the tamper. Field notes for this repair are included in Appendix A. 
3.4.2 April 30 - May 3, 2007, Mammal Trapping 
Because of the large number of small animal burrows found on the cover and fence line during 
the March 29, 2007, site inspection, trapping and relocating small mammals on the cover was 
undertaken. This activity began the week of April 30, 2007, during which a total of 46 animals 
were trapped and relocated from the cover, including whitetail antelope squirrels and kangaroo 
rats. 
3.4.3 May 10 -14, 2007, Repairs 
During the March 29, 2007, site inspection, an area of settling on the northeast edge of the cover 
exceeded the settling compliance criterion. The area along the east side of the cover had been 
repaired on several previous occasions. The area was repaired over the period of 
May 10 - 14.,2007. A portable, gas-powered tamper was used to compact the cracks in the 
cover. The area was backfilled with clean, native soil using wheelbarrows and shovels, and then 
compacted using the tamper. Field notes for this repair are included in Appendix A. 
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4.0 SOIL MOISTURE MONITORING 
The CAD 110 cover is designed to limit infiltration into the disposal unit through 
evapotranspiration from vegetation established on the cover for that purpose. The cover 
performance is monitored using TDR to provide a profile of the water content within the cover. 
The soil water content data will establish whether the cover is performing as designed and is in 
compliance with the closure plan and any compliance criteria established in the future. The point 
of compliance is the depth of the deepest TDR soil moisture probe (2.4 m [8 ft]). 
Compliance will be based on soil moisture content; however, the area was under drought 
conditions since monitoring began in 2001 and continued through 2003. The drought conditions 
were followed by two years of exceptionally high rainfall (26.49 em [10.43 in.] and 23.32 em 
[9.18 in.]) which produced measurable infiltration events. After drought conditions again in 
2006, the current reporting period indicates continued drought conditions (16.41 ern [6.46 in.]), 
which will allow the cover to continue to equilibrate to steady-state conditions, at which time the 
soil moisture content trigger values will be set. 
The soil moisture content is obtained using two Campbell Scientific TDR-l 00 dataloggers 
housed in instrumentation shelters located along the periphery of the cover (Figure 2). TDR 
probes are Campbell Scientific CS61Os using RG8 coaxial cable. The probes are installed at a 
distance of 50.3 m (165 ft) from the edge of the cover, and buried in the cover at depths of 
0.3 to 2.4 m (1 to 8 ft) below the cover surface, one probe every 0.3 m (1 ft). Arrays of eight 
probes (a nest) are positioned at four locations across the cover (Figure 3). Soil moisture content 
data from the TDR moisture probes are collected once per day and stored on a datalogger. A 
radio link connects both the eastern and western TDR dataloggers to a telephone line at the 
Area 3 RWMS office, and the data are downloaded over this remote link. 
Calibration of the TDR probes was documented in Appendix I of the CAD 110 Closure Report 
(Nl\JSAlNV, 2001). The TDR probes were calibrated with a "dry-down" method using native 
soils and the full cable length. The results of the calibration indicated that a site-specific 
calibration equation should be used, instead of the standard Topp equation. It was also noted that 
due to the long cable lengths and high soil conductivities, the TDR reflection end points were 
extremely flat under saturated and near-saturated conditions, resulting in unreliable data in these 
regions. Therefore, the TDR calibration was fit only up to 30 percent Volumetric Moisture 
Content (VMC). 
A linear regression of the calibration data over the range of 5- to 30-percent VMC yielded the 
following calibration equation: 
%VMC = 10.3737x(LlL)-17.137 
where LlL is the trace length/probe length as recorded by the datalogger. 
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4.1 PRECIPITATION DATA 
Precipitation data were collected from the Air Resources Laboratory, Special Operations and 
Resources Division's CUNET Station BJY, located at 37° 03' 46" N, 116° 03' 09" W, in Area 3 
of the NTS, approximately 4.8 kilometers (3 miles) northwest of CAU 110. Precipitation records 
obtained from this station are used to report the official rainfall for CA U 110. Precipitation 
records for this station for the period July 2006 through June 2007 are found in Appendix E. The 
precipitation data are presented in Figure 4. 
The total precipitation recorded for the current monitoring period from July 2006 through 
June 2007 was 4.41 cm (1.74 in.). The average annual precipitation over the period 1960 
through 2005 at the BJY Station is 16.41 cm (6.46 in.). Yearly rainfall has begun to normalize, 
with 23 .32 ern (9.18 in.) recorded in the 2005 calendar year and 23 .32 ern (9 .18 in.) in the 2006 
calendar year. Rainfall for the period January 2007 through June 2007 is 1.71 ern (0.68 in.), with 
a historic average over the same period of 1.5 cm . (0.59 in.), indicating that the system may be 
approaching normal conditions. 
4.2 SOIL MOISTURE MONITORING RESULTS 
4.2.1 Results 
Graphs of the TDR-derived soil moisture content, combined with the dail y precipitation from the 
BJY meteorological station, are presented in Figures 5 through 8. Data collection began on 
January 25 ,2001 , just prior to the start of supplemental irrigation. 
The soil moisture graphs, Figures 5 through 8, show several responses: the initial conditions, the 
irrigation wetting event and infiltration, the trend to steady-state conditions , wetted conditions 
from the heavy precipitation that began in late 2004, and a second trend to steady-state 
conditions. The initial conditions at the beginning of the data collection reflect the disturbed 
soil's intrinsic moisture conditions. The installation of the TDR probes is described in detail in 
the CAU 110 Closure Report (NNSAINV, 2001). Health and safety considerations required that 
hazards cau sed by dust be minimized during the TDR probe installation; the trenching and 
compaction of each of the soil lifts required some water to be added to the soil s prior to handling. 
The amount of water added to the soil , while kept to a minimum, was variable and resulted in a 
vertical moisture content profile that was not necessarily monotonic with depth as would be 
expected with a natural profile. Consequently, some depths appear wetter than others and are 
expected to remain so until the system fully equilibrates. 
4.2.2 Data Trends 
Summer temperatures and germination of the seeds, along with the increase in 
evapotranspiration, have produced long-term trends, which can be seen in the data from about 
October 2001 to the present. An annual cycle of increasing soil moisture content at all depths 
can be observed peaking in August and decreasing to a minimum in January. This seasonal 
cyclic behavior lags behind the temperature and is most likely a combination of effects caused by 
the increased thermal gradient, water vapor transport from depth, and the lack of transpiration of 
plants during the hot summer months. 
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The TOR data indicate that the soil moisture content in the CAU 110 cover had been 
approaching steady-state under the prior drought conditions. The heavy precipitation in January 
and February 2005 (10 .9 em [4.3 in.]) created saturated surface conditions with some infiltration 
noted to approximately 1.8 m (6 ft) in both the east and west TOR nests. The moisture content 
profiles on both the East Nest A and West Nest B stations indicated an increase of approximately 
1.5 percent VMC at 1.8 m (6 ft) depth, with drying to baseline conditions by October 2005. The 
subsequent nominal rainfall conditions experienced during 2006 and the consequent decrease in 
moisture content in both the east and west TOR nests may indicate that the system is returning to 
equilibrium conditions. 
Subsequent to the saturation event in January 2005, the East Nest B and West Nest A moisture 
profiles indicate a sustained shift in retained moisture content, with a change of approximately 
5 percent VMC at the 1.2 m (4 ft) depth on the East Nest B station and a similar shift of2 and 
3 percent VMC at the 1.5 m (5 ft) and 1.8 m (6 ft) depths, respectively, in the West Nest A data 
set. The moisture contents above and below these depths returned to baseline conditions by 
October 2005 . Whil e the total moisture content in the East Nest B and West Nest A stations has 
remained elevated sinc e the saturation event, data from the current reporting period indicated a 
slight decrease from the previous reporting period, which may indicate a slow return to pre-2005 
moisture conditions. Bas ed on this information, it appears unlikely that the shift represents a 
problem with the TOR probes at these depths and instead suggests leakage from an animal 
burrow or poor root uptake and evapotranspiration due to low vegetative cover above these nests. 
Soil moisture content values on the TOR nests at depth remained generally between 
10 to 14 percent VMC, while the moisture content as reported by the East Nest A and West Nest 
B near-surface probes indicated a return to steady-state conditions. The moisture content on 
near-surface probes at the East Nest B and West Nest A stations remained elevated from heav y 
precipitation and infiltration events experienced during previous reporting periods, indicating the 
possibility of inhibited cover performance. Additional information will be necessary to 
determine whether or not the system is experiencing a sustained trend toward steady-state 
conditions. 
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5.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 SUMMARY 
•	 Inspections of the CAU 110 cover were performed to identify any significant changes to the 
unit requiring action. Cracking and settling requiring action were observed at previous 
problematic areas in September 2006, repaired in December 2006, observed again in March 
2007, and repaired in May 2007. 
•	 Subsidence surveys in September 2006 and March 2007 indicated a maximum decrease in 
elevation at SM 5 of -0.021 m (-0.07 ft), which is near the limit of resolution of the survey 
instruments. No substantial overall cover subsidence was observed. 
•	 Shallow soil moisture content decreased but remained elevated in two of the four moisture 
monitoring stations, indicating possibly inhibited cover performance due to poor 
evapotranspiration or infiltration due to animal burrowing. 
•	 The plant community on the cover is well established. Plant cover is 9 percent lower this 
year than it was last year. Plant density is at the lowest point since the site was seeded, but 
all were perennial plant species; annual plants were not observed this year. 
•	 Soil moisture contents for the TDR nests at depth are generally between 10 and 14 percent 
YMC. Increases in moisture content of up to three percent YMC extended to 1.8 m (6 [1) 
on some TDR nests, and then either began to decrease or recovered completely to baseline 
conditions by the end of June 2007. 
•	 All posted UR warning signs and site fencing are in good repair. 
5.2 CONCLUSIONS 
•	 Significant subsidence to the cover has not occurred. 
•	 Plant cover has decreased to 10.6 percent from 19.6 percent, which is below the plant cover 
density goal of 12 percent. While remedial revegetation is not necessary, future monitoring 
should focus on the effects of the increased populations of small mammals and lagomorphs. 
•	 Soil moisture results obtained to date indicate that the CAU 110 cover is functioning as 
designed. 
5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
•	 Continue to monitor the vegetated cover annually to evaluate plant cover, density, and 
diversity. 
•	 Continue to monitor the cover during scheduled inspections for further evidence of settling 
and the need for repair. 
•	 Considering the heavy precipitation experienced during previous reporting periods, a 
compliance level will be established when the system reaches a steady state and equilibrium 
has been established. 
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CAU 110: AREA 3 WMD U-3ax/bl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE lNSPECTlON CHECKLIST 
CJ ' ' 
'0:q 5 .-71\;(Inspection Dale nnd T ime: - : ~f - /" V Reason lor Inspection: Quarterly. ~ ~ v 
--_....._...._.. 
Date of Last Post-Closure Inspection: (.]J-;2Q­ OLP Reason for Last Post-Closure Inspection: Qua rterly 
,_. ...•.... 
Responsible Agency: Bechtel Nevada Environmcntal Restoration 
.....­
Address: Nevada Test Site, Mercury, Nevada " 
-
Responsible Agency Officia l: Jeffrey L Smith. Proj ect Manager 
r-----­ ....._.... 
Cillef ,nspector:b h AIJ-:J hnhu '- '.Tirle: r let lec:b )e=t'4 J.. Orgaruzanon: Environmental Resrorauon _ _ _ : ' . r rH,) t ' ! ,1__ Ie . .... ........... 
ASSISt ant Inspector:fn \~ .N_, 
.._\ Title;:l e\d- ~~:eC, V\ leC\c\ Orgaruzarion : Environmental Restoration ;-'"iC ''-. i 
A, G ENERAL IN STRUCTIONS 
I, All checklist items must be completed and detailed comments made to document the results of the site inspccuon. The completed checklist IS 
part of the field record of the mspccnon. Addiuonal pages should be used as necessary to ensure that a complete record is made, Attach the 
additional pages and number all pages upon completion or the inspection. 
2, Any checklist line item marked hy an mspccror 1II a SHADED BOX must be fully explained or an appropriate reference 10previous reports 
provided. The purpose.oftl us rcqurrerncnt is to provide a written cxplanauon of inspecto r observations and the mspector 's rationale for 
concl usions and recommendations. Explanntions arc to be placed on additional artaclunents and cross-referenced appropnutely. 
Explanations, III addition 10 nnrrative. will take the form of sketches, measurements, and annotated sire maps. 
3, The site rnspccnon IS a walking mspecnon of the entire site including the perimeter and sufficient transects to be able 10 inspect the entire 
surface and all features specifically described III uus checklist. 
4, A standard set of color photographs IS required. In addiuon, all anomalous features or new features (such as changes 10 adjacent area land use) 
arc to be photographed. A photograph log entry will be made for each photograph taken. 
5 Field notes taken to assist m completion of tills checklist will become pan of the inspection record, No form IS specified for field notes: 
however. they must be legible and 10 sufficient detail to enable review by succeeding inspectors and the responsible agency. 
6, Thrs unot will be mspectcd quarterly WIth formal reporung to die Nevada Divisron of EnvironmeiliaI Protection to be done annually, The 
annual report will include an execuuve summary, ttns inspection checklist with field notes and photogrnph log attached, and 
recommcndauons and conclusions. 
B. PR EPARATION (To be competed pno r to site VISIr) YES NO EXPLt\J\1AT1ON 
i l\~ ~. 
..._... 
L Has lhe Post-Closure Permit been reviewed? 1;< Ifr-: ' .;1, 
--­
2. Have the des ign basis documents been reviewed? ~ ~ f'-.~;j ,>. . t, 
3. Have the sue as-built plans and site base map been reviewed' ' ",J I:r(}r-: 
_._,." 
--­
';.( ' ~ ~~4. Have the previous inspection reports been reviewed? . . ' 
~ -
w · " 
-­
_. 
a, Were anomalies or trends detected on previous I :~' t Xmspecuons? 
" 
h. Was mamtenance performed? , ; 
'Xpr,i
.__. 
- ­ -'-­
5 Have the site maintenance and repair records been reviewed? , 
, I Jl~: . ~ 
5­ ''":1::' ,. . ' ~ ~ : 
1 1j~&\ 
_..-
a. Has site reparr resulted 10 a change froIII as-built \./
conditions? " . 
t~~ --­b. Are revised as-built plans available that reflect repair ., I " changes? »; I ~ ' , I ,
e. S IT E LNS PEC"TION PR EP ARATION 
Assemble the to IlO\~ trI g , as needed , 10 conduct mspccnons: -­
a. Camera, film, and battcn es 
b. Keys to locks 
c. Clipboard 
d, Tape measure 
e. Radio, pager, etc. 
f PreviousPost-Closure Report, Inspection Checklists, repair records. and as-buill plans 
Q. Other miscellaneous support equipment 
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CAD 110: AREA 3 WMD U-3ax/bl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST I 
D. SIT E INSP H rr ION YES NO EXPLANAT ION 
1. Adjacent oft-sue features: 
a Have there been any changes In the use of the adjacent './" 
"! . ' /"area? ;:,. -, 
b. Are there any new roads or (rails" [~~~ : >< 
c . Has there been any cha nge in the posiuon of nearby 1J'-' "1: ,,/ 
washes? ~ 7'. 
d, Has there been lateral excursion or erosion/deposuron of X.nearby washes? -
" 
..__._..__._. 
Arc there new drainage channels? 
. ' ,.1
e. s-: 
f. Has there been a change III the surrounding vegetauon? 
'" 
\ j
?..... 
._­_.. 
2. Access roads, fences, gales. and signs : 
> . r 
a Is there a break III the fence',' 1'.' ~;: .. -~!' 
b. Have an y posts bee n da mage d or their anc horing I ~ 'J 
weakened" ~'ii l'~ 
c. Does the ga te show ev ide nce of rarn pen ng Of da mag e? I ~~.' · .. ~:< 
. '%l. 
d, Was the gate locked" , '. It i;~l.;\ 
Is there lin)' evidence of human IIl tTlI SI On onto tire cover" .i< " .. ~ e. '. . -'
.'. ; 
f Is there any evidence of large animal mtrusron onto the ' ,' <cover ' ,. ( 
" 
~ ' -g. Have any signs been damaged or removed? 
(Num ber of signs replaced: G_l I' . .. ''< 
~.':>, So 0;'-'L ~~'" '("'.') ';;;00 ' . ,.J~~ t'": : .; '0 -- -, °, .>0 !.-\ C· .: -" ~ .J h. Other? '1'[. :, ,. ...l .. 
-i--he 
' -, 
·5r. i... ;",." " v , -: ·~rt /" "i.~ ,\ "'''' '; . I ,; " 
:;, Monuments and other permanent features: 1~ C\ll r"A. ·f ' J\ ' j",-; 1,.""./ r.v; n ;.:{ 
(1. JJaw survey markers, boundary monuments. or monitoring r J:~ ~,.j~ y stauons been dixturbed? ../ " 
U, Do natura! processes threaten the rntegnt y of any survey 
.. !to:' ~ : ,I marker, boundary monument or rnonuunng slation' ,!'-.. 
C, Is there excess ive vegetation around rhe survey markers, .. 
boundary monuments, lIT rnonuonn g stations? . . ~ "f­
l! . 
.. 00 ___ _ __ 
d. Other? ". 
'-F\
. 
4, Waste unit cover: 
~ p::.rti .:m ,:r f' ' :~<.J C'(" oj !4 5 s c H /;""'qIs there ev idence of settling')u. 
SDoT -;-1)<:\-, :.;0:.-1 :::, (~I) ~A\ r ~, r>..5Ci,..,-c 
Is there evidencc of cracking" ~r 0..,:.\:..', ,,:) . ~ '" ~~\. <"S ~ ..?; 'J ~, ~~. y."" \ '''. b. 
-\-Y\<. S~*lli1 §- 0"·... (" a 
c. Is there evidence of eros ion (wind or water)') 
d. Is there evidence of animal burrowing? 
e . ls there u change In the vege iauo n growlIIg On the co ver 11 0t 
cons isten t w n h the natur all y-occurnn g vegetation 
growing outside the unit' 
"------­
g. Other (including trash, debris. etc withm fenced area)'! 
....i 
------------
Page 3 of3 
CAll lIO: AREA 3 WMD 1I-311x/bl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLlST 
5 l'hotograph Instrucuons 
A totnl of 8 photographs arc required to be taken durmg each mspeciion of CAV 110. Addinonat photographs may also he taken The required 
photographs shall he taken as follows: 
• Fnur (4) from Ihe center of the unit. one in Cllch compass direcuon \i e.. N, S, E, W) and 
• Four (4) of the unit from outside the felice. one In each compass direction. 
-,----------------------,...-----,-----,-------------------	1 
(, Photograph Documentation: EXPLANATION 
-----------_··_···_----------11 
u.	 l luve all photographs required hy the phtlttlg, uph
 
mstrucunns been token')
 
.~-t":-......,..-+------------------------ -­
h.	 Has a photogrnph log been prepared"
 
(Number ofphDlogrnphslakclI.LL)
 
:,......,:-f'---"--+------·····------------------11 
E. FJELD CONCLUSIONS 
1 Is there nn imminent hazard to the mtcgruy til' the umt?
 
(Imrncdiare report required)
 
----------_ ...._. --_.­
Person/Agency 10 whom report was made' 
--~-----------------------.,......,..__"',...._- ,------.-.---------- ·······-----tl 
2 Are more frequent mS Pc_cl_'(_lI1_s_rc_.q_u_lI_c_d·_' I ..	 ..,..--,..,-.,...,.-..,..--..,..----tl,·.~.I 'I. 
"V.'>.... : If S,1J6·/.- 1:- 5.r.:,P-I,·J& rL .. IV-_f'-/. I \ ':-/\'~""(; 
3. Arc eXlstmg mamtellnllce!rcplllr "ctIO", sntlsfactory"	 ,?\. " A&/\I~J,.,1 
'" . <.i- fTL-I-'-Nl-~-""'--flr:-N~i:'>;:-. ---=5'·u.I!-;o,;-;-';-:;:¢o',,:-·,,-·<'·;!=-_-H;~i~ !'il.\}\)uC,f.f', 
.1. Is other mamtcnunce/rcpmr necessary ,I:~'r ~
 
______. -=;t:.~' , (llAq<:.~ vi/l.'( flJf.ARl-'( ra(,£fi)//\J(, (,><Mf'I-IANC,t
J 
-:-;,,'" ,""01"",",,,,,,,,,,,,,,4.,,,,,, ':'>-'ij'fiS_'h'C\ A f'f'~ '''-9 "'Q .," s:.po 6 _~". 
__s;.DDc\·,-V'DD, .. DDe. of The n_~eR,~r-c.., 9y-e0 \ou ~QQ_\\,-,,-e~_ 
6\'\ 5> f por-h Or') \ s no\- ~D\ ~ln '3 LQ..G\\= sUb:;=.,\ o-e\[\_C~-e__ 
0.,)0-"Q ~O:_\r\~t:..r'\b+\W 'IIi!) I') l' S',NG-L( C',!,--ClAt.-f\tL ~;;'ATUII...L 
lA)/Ti+ Cf<'A-c.lJ---') l.)H,e...H U/LL--jMMI:>J.i../\J/L.-7/ £.xCi-,'j,b3 1 L-.i/tJ~T/~ __ /H-JD Di.~C'L 
[, fI---.~.A ,£.((. iHAN (," ISt:/Ad2.. IS !(,:c'')v'1f'-7 II N bE.D 
F.	 CElHIFICATION 
----~----~..-------------------------_____il 
I have conduction an iuspection of CALI 110. Area J WMD LJ-3nx/l>l Crater, in nccordunce with the procedures of the Post-Closure Permit (including the
 
Post-Closure I'lnn) a~ recorded on tlns checkliSt. otlachcd sheets. field nOles photographs, and photograph logs.
 
Chief Inspecrors Signnturc: Date: 
'(In /7--"'0'
_.---------- '--
Pnntcd Name' Title: 
CAl) 110: AREA J WMO lJ-3axlhl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
IIlSfl~~I'''" D.n~ and Time: /z../2~ h4~ Reason for Inspecuon: Quarterly 
_...__._. 
/ J 
Dale nf I."SI l'osi-Closurc Inspection: 
'1/I 'I / v (c Reason tor l.ilSt I'osr-Closurc lnspcctinn: Quancrly 
Resp""'lhle :\¥cncy' Lk.:hld Nevada Envuomucntal ReslOnuioll 
i---..... 
Address: Nevada Test Sue, Mercury. Nevada 
RC'Slll.lllsihle Agency Oflit:ia I: J~fflcy L Smuh, I'rojeel Manager 
Cine( Iuspccmr; d/r:,rJI lie'-. ~~ 0 H Tille: -r: j j~.tif'jer Organizatiou: Huvinuuncmal Rcsuuuuon 
U' 
I\SSlSI,J111 lnspccuu: Sj .<j/, 
,O.,,..,;'so .... Title: h-'://J"P~o,.-f 7:c1. !..~llj Organizauon: Environmenral RL"'h'nlliu" ( lq h. ('f 
,/ , 
:\, CENEnAl. INSTRUCTIONS 
I All chcckhs: ilellls Ililist be completed and detailed COl11mel11S made to dC.,clIl11enllhe results ofthe sue inspecuou. The completed checklist IS 
purt or the Iickl recnul nf the inspect lUll. Additillnal pnpcs should he USL'\J as necessary to ensure Ihm :' complete record IS made. A\l:,eh the 
additional page., ilnd numhcr all pages upon completion oflhc inspection. 
, r\1I~' checklist line ucni marked by:1I1 inspector in a 51-I.ADED BOX I11l1sl he fully explained or all appropriate reference [0 previous reports _. 
provulcd. The purpose of this requirement is to pmvide a written cxphnuuum of inspector obxcrvnuuns mul III" illspL'CllIr's r.u iunulc fllr 
coucluxiuns and rcconunemhuions. Explaumions ure I" he placed Oil "ddilion,,! uuacluucnts and cross-rctcrcnced appmpriatcJy. 
E.\plal\;lliolls, ill ndditiolllll narrative. will take the limn of sketches, measurements. :tIHI unuouued site maps. 
. The site inspection is " w:Jlkill~' inspccuon of the cniiu: site mcludinj; the perimeter allll sufficient unusccts to be able In inspecl thc enure 
surface ,111<.1 illI leatures spccrlically descrihed 111,111" chccklrs]. 
·1 A ,a:mua,,1 set III'color phulogmphs is required. 111 nddilion. all anomalous Icnturcs or new features (such ns L:hnngL's ill :u.liaCl'nl area land USl~) 
arc III he phllIl1W;lphed. A photograph log curry will he made lor cnch phlliognll'h taken. 
Field IIUlc'S taken I" assi'l m complcuon "I' this checklist will become pun or the inxpcctiou rccoul. No form is specified till' tichl notes: 
however, Ihc)' I1111s1 he legihle aud 111 sufficicnt dcta]! II' enable review hy succeeding inspectors nnd the responsible ;,geney 
(,. ThIS unit w.11 he inspecuxl qunncrly with Innuul reponing 10 the Ne\'ada Division or Envmuuucntnl Protection 10 be dune annually. Till' 
annual rcpuu will include all executive sumnury.uus mspectiou checklist with tield 1I01C.~ and photograph lug anachcd. and 
nxaunmcru..],ali()lls and conclusions. 
IB. I'll 10:1'.\ II;\TI 0;'; ITo hL'C0l11pCle,1 prinrto sne vrvit} YES NO EXPI.,\NATION 
- ---­
I I-Ja~ the Ppsl~Closun..: Permit bel"1I reviewed" V 
, 
, lIave Ihe ih:sigJl busis df)CUnl~Jlts bceu reviewed? V 
-. 
J luvc the sitl" as·huill plnns nrul sue husc map been reviewed? V 
-l Have the prcviou , IIlspccliun rcp1ll1s hL'C1l n;\'lcwcd'.J V/ 
;t. Wcrt' /lnolllali"s or Irclllis deleetcll Oil pre\'ious 1/iI1SPC~li(u)s·.) 
b \Va:; II1;lIJ1lcllal1l:C pLT!(1111U':U',> 
1o(.l;...f~ ....... ~e L.J~r re~..t~,.",~ ...1 +P ,...<"/'1/1 ;;. >·......; .. ao.~ 
V :l!! ....-!-" ..t;.s. Oh Dre, 1S-14. 
~ Hnve lhc ~ilC Jllllll1tenilllCC and repair rL'Cunls hCl:n rcvic\Vcd',\ V-
ii (las sile repair "L'Sulted ill;J change rrom a,·huilt ;'
cuudililllls',J V 
lJ Arc revised :ls-tllJilt plans av,,;I,lble Ih;11 ,e1kel rqmil 
AI/AchnngcZ"! 
C. SITE IKSI'ECTION I'lmPARATJO:-: 
",sel11hl" Ihe lilliowillj!. as Ilcl,dcd. 10conduct Il1spr'ctinns: 
:J, e:JI"""I. lilm. ,\lid h:lller;c.< 
h Kcy.' III locb 
t. Cllphnard 
d. ~('llPC nh..'i'Sun: 
e. Ril<ho. pagel, ~h;. 
r. PICVUlU:-; l'u~t-CloHun; Repurt. Inspection Clu.:cklisl:r.:, I'l'pair n.:cords, :lI\c.1 il$-huih plans 
" 
Olher IllJscclhm~(llls slIppml e411ipllleni 
Page ~ oj":; 
CAl! 110: AREA3 WMD U-3nxlhl CRATlm, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
D. srn: I;\,SI'f.CTION YES NO EXPLANATION 
I. /\dj"ccnl "IT-SilL' /l!alllre,,: 
:t 11.,"e there heL'1I auy changes in ihc lise nltlu: adjaeenl 
.ucu? v' 
, 
h. An: there any new roads or truils" V 
, 
e. II", there been allY e1Iillll:c in the [1os1111111 n""calh~' 
waxhc-;" V 
d 1-1;1.'0(here hccn lateral excursion or L'n)Sioll.ldepl1~l(i,nl ell' 
ncurhy WHsl,c"'.' V­i­
" 
:\11.: lhcH: 111.:\v LtI".lilla~l.: C.htIlIlIL,\:/1 1/ 
J 11;(:, thL'll' been II cllange lit (IlL" .'illlllllI1Hlillg vcr-elatioll') 
.> 
.._---­
, ,\CL:~ .... " loads. Ienccs. U~llC."i. al1ll ~ll!ll~:... 
" 
I, rherc u break mlhc Iencc" v' ~ 
h l'I;I\'(,~ any poo;;,~ hCl'11 daltlag~d or their illH.:I1(lrjl1~' 
weakened? V 
e ()l1C~ the ~alL" sill I\\' evidence 01' t;lll1pcnllg £11'd:llnllg.c',J t,/
I--­
.I \\":1." the l!Olh.: lnckcd.' V" 
c 1-; li)('I\~ :11\;-' cvtdcucc (,r luunau inuusron onto the L:O\'L'I".J 1/ 
I' J:-: lilcH': lilly evidence of'Jargc.: i'lllmal iuuusiun onto the 
cover" 1/ 
-
i lave any St~I1S heel! dilllinged fir removed? 
Ii','ulllhcr (,I'S1l!11' replaced: _I l/ 
---­
iI. (Jlllel" - lV/A­
-, 
V 
1 ,\"Olllllll(,~"t~; ,ilnd olher permanent rCilHI't.:~' 
,_. 
" 
r lave survL'y markers. bll\ll\d:lI)' monurncms, til' monitoring 
.... 1:IIIDllS hL.:t:1l disturbed" [,./ 
h, D" nilllll,d processes threaten Ihe illlL'!:rily or allY survey 
marker. hnuudary I1I0llU11 h:lI I or IIIDuil(lring suuion" V' 
C. b there excessive vcgcl:llioll ilHlUlHt the' survey markers. 
-' 
boundary monuments. or IHOIlI(OlllJg starions" V 
d. Other" 1/'" N/Ii­
-
~ \V:L..;te urut covel: 
:to I.. there evidence nl" ~eltling·.) V 
II l-, there evidence or crucking? 1/ 
c. b there evidence of erosion twind or water)? t/ 
I 
l:v""~'"r "f :r,....71 1\.",0,., ../" 6.cr""~M/S .... /.,".J -ft.. <. d. I,; there evidence or ;1111111:11 hllI'To\\'illg'.' ,­ I'I.D.-I/, 1';0"/ (:'.-J~ r o,c -/Ir~v ,... "'r r: 
c. I ... there ~I c:hallge ill [he \'cgc[~llilln ~r(l\l,"ing on the cuver not 
consistent with (he naturully-occurrim; ve!:!cl:lIioll 
Vgrowing OUlSI(k the unit'! 
.. Other I including trash, debris, etc within tcnced area)? V".; 0 
-----
I 
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CAC) IfJ: AREA 3 WMD U-3nxlbl eRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
S. I>hoto~raph [nstruction«: 
;\ Illlalol'S pholOgl~lphs arc required 10 be:tnkcn t!tllillg euch inspection ofCAU 1111. Additional plllllllgl1'phs lIIuy nlsn be rakcn, The required 
photogr"phs shall he I:Ike:1I as follows: 
• FOllr(01) lrou: the center uf llle:umt, one ill each elll11pas> direction (i.e .. K S, E. \V) ami 
• Four (4) ol'the unit trom outsule the: fence. unc illl'ach wmpass direction. 
" H."", "II plll.ll\lgr.'phs rcquircdhv the photograph
 
inst ructions hccu I;(I;CII"
 
b. Has a phmngl<ll'h Illg hccu p'''l'arL'll'j
 
iNunlhcr 01' phwoglO,phs urkcn: JLI
 
r (Hhcr',' 
-,F FIELD CONCUJSIONS 
Is Ibc,c all umnincnt h,lI:lnl 10the intcgritv til' lh~ unn?
 
I Iml1lediat" rcpon required]
 
'\:f"5tlll};\~l:I1i;Y l(l whom rcpun was mnclc: 
YES EXPLANATIONNO 
1/ 
V 
V 
V' 
--------------------,----,,---,----------------------1
 
-l 1.-; t1t!lL'1 umiuteuancc/rcpnir IlL"CL"SSilty'.1 
II-------------·------------'----'---l.-----------,-------------jj 
...•-----_...._---_.---..-------_._._.._--------_._----------_.._----------_...._­
F. CErnIFlC\TION 
I j",v,' conducunn an mspccuon "t'c,\U II(), 1\"",.1 Wi\·lD U·Ja,ihl Crater. ill accordance wuh the pmccdurcs ofihc Post-Closure: Pcrmu Linchulinj; the 
I'Q,,·CJII>U1" Plalll as Il'c<>nklion this checklist. all"chl'" sheets. licld notes, pllolographs. arul phorogruph logs. 
--........_------­
Chief Inspcctur's Sigmllur~; I~/Z~_t"------------II 
J'nntcd Nruuc: Tille. -r- / A/
I ~J I: /~~ Iti:itjC"/­
v 
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I c'1I1t..:11I.l\lnnS IIIHI rc...'CollHllclldalic)"s 
L: .... pluu.uinns. III iuhl itinn to 1l;\IT;l1 ivc, will rake the luuu or sketches, mcusuu.mcnt«, lIud announed site lllUI1S 
; The ~ill' inspcuuon is u walking iuspccuou ntthc ciuu c site: including the perimeter and sufficient trausvcrs to he nhlc I() inspect lhl' entire 
"\IlliIC~ .lI1d all tc.nurcs ,peci!-,e"lIy described III (Ilis chccklixr. 
~ /\ :-.t;lI1dllnJ :.;ct (II' cohn photograph:..· 1:\ required. 
arc 10 be photl1[!r'lphcd, :\ p!l(llogli1ph log CIlIIY will he mink f"r each pl\lllngmpil rakcn. 
~. hdtlllll\eS tukcn I" as::ist ill completion "rllii, checklist will hccoinc pan ofthe iuspccuun 1,:CIllU. 
hO\\'l'\'cr.ll)l~v J11l1l\l be leuibtc illlll 
(I. This L111il will he lo~pceled I,o,,"erl)' wiill IMlllal fl')X1IlI11[! I" the Nev<lda Dil'isiOll ol' ~'l\"il;lIl111ellwl Prnleelio;,1o he do~c aunua lly, 
all11ll11IIC:POIl wi ll iuchnle nu executive MIIlIIllIII)'. litis inspection dh~ckJi~l with l'tdd n()1l~ tllul pholograph log aunchcd. atilt 
rcconnucudminus ~'1ll1 cnnclusions. 
ll, I'll EI'.\llXnON (To k competed pnor In site I';$it I 
_.-.._._. 
. -----­
I. II",; ,h'" f'osl-C/"slI,e I'"nlli( bern reviewed' 
---~. 
-
, 11;1,,,~"lllC desi~1J hilS IS dIH':III11L;J1I~ hcen IL'\'ICwcd'?_. 
-', ILin: Ihe '-LilO as-hui lt pla"s .11111 silc base llIap h""" fe,'iewl'd" 
..._. 
.j lia','l' I;I~ pr~"lou~ illspeclIIHlIL'I>ollS hc",,'n J"L:\'iL'wvd" 
;, WcrlO illI(\lIIalie.' or m:nds Ikl"elc'(/ 011 prcvinll.' 
I 
fll''';ll\..'CtimH;'! 
I h. \V;tS IIWlntcnallC",,' pcrJ(Jnlwd? 
I:; f lif\· ...· ,IlL' _,ill: mainll'.uilJlL:C '-Ill'll Il:pnir records heL'll 1...·vi\~\\·L'i1'.l 
f 1;ls:~f1l: ICP4111" lesultcd in CI change 1'1 om a:-o·(Juill;1 
~onditilllt..·,1 
b. :\r~ rel/lsed a~-built I'I:tIl~ available lh:'1 reileci r"pnlf 
dKlllg.:~·,~ 
c. .snE INSPECTION I'll EPA RATION 
Asscmbli..' Jhe '{}lIn\\-'lIlg, il~ nl·c.:dl'd~ ro conduct Inspcclion:-;: 
it, C~un~r~·I. tilm. and hnu~rit::' 
h. Kt:ys III 10::1;.,
, 
e, Clipbo",~1 (; 'l':ipe mea,ulc 
e Rndio. ptlgL~r. etc 
r. f'r~Vl<"'" Prlsl-Ciosure Rep'''1. InspL'Cli(l11 CheekliSIS. rep"ir reemlls, "lid IIs-huill plans 
" 
Olher llIi~;cdla\le\lUS suppurt cllIliplllelll C' 
CAL: I iu. AI~EA.l Wi\1D U-3ax/hl CRATER, /'OST-CLOSlJRE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
In'ipC~liofl nal~ .uid Tim .... : 
.3.1-2 iJ/o 7 R""SIlI1 lilr Inspccuo»: (lllarlerly f--­
1J:lleI'll' I ~"I l'osl-CllI.,lIIe Illspection: /2/Z%{p ((ca,lln tor 1..:1<1 p(,sl-ClllSllle Inspection: 
Ounnvrty 
Rt:~Pllllsihlc ..\~~11l~~': IJLdnc'l Nl'vadil EIII'JI"(ll1Inenlal ResllITwilln 
_._---
Addre,,' ~''''ada TL-'" Site. Mercury, Nevada 
-
I<c~p<",~ihk ,\gelli.':~' Oflicl.l1: Jeff, e~' L. 5tll'llt. Pn~iL'cl f\.-1'llwger 
'1----_._. 
-
Cilief IIl~pl..~lor: 
",.{ ?'c14 r ch e>11 Tilk ~sl ..£Itt ~Ui fr:J~ Orgillliz.illilHl: Envi,"nll1cllllll RL'Sh1l;t1ion b('J1n
.'---­ v 
.·\~,i~.lilnt II1~Pl't:lur: K<J6 g; I Tille: h(l../ 7;~/{ / / Or~:lIlizitlion: F.11\'il'fUllnencnl RC'.\HlnllllHl I t( It ,.,~,-r L. (' (J c/ 
.\, CENI-:HAL INSTIWlTJONS 
I 1\11 checklist il<:II1S IlIIlSt he "olllp/ded and detailed Cllnllilenl~ mailc IIIdocument the results otrhe sire iuspccuon. The l'C1nl1'Ielcd chccklis; is 
p;1I1 olthc lield record "rlhe ill'I,eCII(I(I. I\tJdiliollal p:lgc.< ,Iulilld be used as necessary to Cll~UI'C: Ilml n complete 1"<'eOld is mad". I\1\;Ll:h lill' 
alldlllol>:ll pa~c> ;1I11i ruuuhcr all 1I,,!!es upon cmnplctinn ofthe mspccuun. 
, All)' checklist line ucrn n""h'd hy un insncctur ill" SH,\DED 80X IllILSl hc lully e,plilil1ed nr an :tppLllpriale retcrcncc III p,el/I(IILS Iql\'J1S
-
provided. Till': PlJl1)(l~C of this rL"qlJiI'Cll1CI111~ 10 prl)vid~ a wriucn cxplnuunon <.11' inspccllu' observat'ol1s ;lnd the iU='jlL't..:lOl'":-., ratiol)ah' It1 1' 
EXI)llln:llil)Il~; arc HIIJl~ JllacL"IIIHl il<ltlilil1m,1 nnncluncnts i1lld cruss-rctcrcnccrl ilppropn:ttdy. 
III addiiion. all anomalous kalun.:s or new rl:aton~ (such as chanucs JIt .1(1.i;lcL'm Uh,,'a laud 1I:'1.") 
No form is SplTilieti lor lid" 1I0Ie,. 
ill sulficicnt delail tu runblc review hv succecdinv insncctors aud Ihc resnonsible :1f!CI1CL 
file 
IYES NO EXI'LAN,\TION 
V 
-
.._­
j,/ 
, 
V 
--­
, 
V 
V­
V 
-rl,c 11"/0$1 l-ccr;;-,..,L ,.1 '1,;.,1",,, .!C.:::/rc/'I. /.­ 'V'lS 
-y?-S-;'/-'"".,.. ~./ /J ..... PeL', I:; L~¢/_, 
1/ 
.~--
1/ 
-
N/A 
--
--
- -
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I

I 
I I l\dj;'~<'111 ull-suc Ieaturcs. 
I ;1- H:I\~ there hceu any "hall~e' ill the usc olIhc ndjuceru 
urea" 
P .,;\,t:there allY new H.liUb nr 11.1iJs',' 
c. II;" Ihele been any l;hallge in the posuinn (If neillhy 
washes" 
I d. HiI.' there been lateral excursion or cll1sil1nidcposlll01l or 
I 11c..·~lrhy washc-;" 
e· /\1 c lhclC new druinupc cluumcls" 
I' H:I:l IJIL'rc hL'L'U ;, chant~e ill the sunolilltling \'L'gclal1Un'.' 
_....-
_-. 
., ;\":LC:";~ roads, kll\:~:~. gale:;..iUIU ~;gI1S:
-
I, there uhrcuk in Ihe lcncc"
" 
Il. Ilave .tuy po..:;t:- hccn damaged or their illlchonn~!
 
II weakened"
 
e. lJOl~ the b!illL' show evidence (Ifl;unpcring II)" dallwgL".' 
d. \\'~t:l IhL' gHh: locked" 
L'. b Ihne ,IllY evidence or human inuusion muo the ClII'Cr'! 
I 
I' l~ rlurc any evidence or lilrgc animal inuusion Ol1lO the 
COVCr'1 
l lave allY .signs been d"lIla~\:d ur ICU\OVCll'.lr: : 
I (1'\1I111hcrl,f SIt!lb replacc(I:_1 
I
 h. Olhcr"
 
J. j\'JnnUI1ll.'m:-; and orucr pennaucut fc"llllV$: 
n.	 Ila\'I~' survey markcrx. boundary lUOl\LJI\H.:I\\S. 01 I11(Jl1JlOrll1g 
,:,UtI'IIS l><:('11 disturbed' 
I h. I)p natural fHIlL'C~~CS threatcr: the 11llc.;gdry or any survey m.ukcr. hnulIll:ny monumcru or Il\l1llltnrilJg sl:ninn? 
c.	 b lilcn.~ excessive vl~gl'I;Hioll around the l'lIl\'L'Y markers. 
j'HHmdary tlHIIIUI11CUl .... (If nlnllit(ll'ing slauuus" 
,\. (Jlh"..:' 
--~"."--, 
, \Va.,('~' Will CI\\'L'I" 
I 
~1. [, there evidence tlf.settllng" 
h. I., IhL'rec\'idel\(:e orcrackine" 
L b there evidence or erosion (wind 01 water)" 
d I... 111l~": C\'J(kIlCl: or animal hlUT<,.H...ing'.' 
t:	 I, rhcrv a change 1J1th~ vcgcruuon grp\Vlug on the (,;I>Vl:1' nut 
cnll:)I~lcn[ witl: lhe uaturnlly-occurriug vc..~!~~latioll 
.:.~ro\\'ing outside the unit" 
e: (Hh~r~ill.:llIdill~ nash. debris. etc wirhiu fCIlc,;{~d urcat"II 
CAl! 110: AREA 3 \ViVID 1J-3:1X/hl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
n. SITE I:'ISI'I~CTIOI\' YES NO EXPLANATIO;-.J 
-: 
'--­
V/ 
V' 
.> 
V/ 
1/(,.1 tf<.{-,.,·, 
V c. ..... .I,. ,L,·P.'. 
I'~f'P(<tr~ +0 '-r-_.,6A/'" 'J 
V 
1/ 
V 
/
V 
V 
~ 
,/ 
-V 
,/V 
.r"" .; 
--
Ir <> ,.'fI,r!'lS'f­
/,VP,"'( 
V 
'­
V' 
1/ 
v· 
.> 
.> 
L'r~"L*' 'oJ( rc ,J;$ (D.'<'-"cI b't '7'1t( 
~.I't -e. 0';:' f;'~ (f7V~Y".
'­
V 
- A /"":J{ '1. ......... ,,-1 .~. ~/I;"" ... I t·"r,..., .....s 
V J(()+"Cc'd .. ., -It..... ('()V(t-. 
I I......" 
i-: 
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CAU II/): AREA 3 \ViVID lJ·3a:.:/hl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
1\ lowl 01'X photographs arc required 1(, h~ takcu during cuch rnspeciion ofeAU 110 Additional ph(\lCJ~mphs Illay also hL' wk~11 Til" rcqnirc... 1 
phOlllgl~ll'hs shull he lul,ell us rnllow,~ 
• FOUl i4 I Iuuu thc center or Ihe \lilli, nile III each composs di,eCI;oll (i.e .. N, S, E, W) nml 
• FOIll'{41 nf rlu:lilli' limn nutsulc the tcucc. nne III L'achcompass t1ifC'CI;OIl, 
a. 11".'e all I'h(\ln!~I1l11h" ":,,ui,ed hy the phn!ol!",ph 
insuucuor», been rukcu" 
I> lias a ph(\l(lgmph log been prrpun-d? 
I ,'\10III her (II' I'hologlaphs laken: !..!.J 
c. Other" 
r FIEI.I> CONCLlJSIONS 
YES NO EXPI.ANATION 
jJ.I.,r;,;/•• ,,,-1 ?/'..f'p~ w~,..c -I•• fro, ..~ -flte 
;s",6~/tI(..,~c t.-'-t:<c./:, {l."J Q..1I,nlel! tf,"rr", •.IS . 
II~----------'-'--'------------,----r---,-----'------------"-----------11 
I b \hCIl: illt imminent hnzurtl to 11lL" if1ICI!IIIj' utrhe unit" 
i 1llllHcdiall.' ICPOll n...'quircd I 
-----------------------r--,---,-----------------------il 
~. 1\1e lotlr,' I'rL'(jIl,:1II "\Sl'eCI;C1IlS "IIUI,,;d" 
w;// 
J 
F, U:lfJ'lFlC\TJON 
I.e 
I lctvc e,,,,tI"':l;"" ilil "'~p"e\i()11 nrC,\U 110, A'ea.l WMD U-3axflll Crater. III occordnncc wuh the procedures nlrhc POSl-CI"slIreI'cuuit (illcliidill~ the' 
I'o;.;t-Clo:'iure PI~I1) n:\ recorded nn i lus dll"t.:kli"l. attached ::;!lCl:t:" liL'ld nOle~, phutograph.., ;lI1d phlllOgraph logs.
-----'--"----------------11 
Title: 
Clue!' Ill~IH..·dor·s Sign:lllllc: 
I'fllIled I~all\e. 
J 
--
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I CAD 110: AREA 3 'VMD U-3ax/bl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
Reason for Inspecuon: Quarterlylnspection Date and Time: /)(,/p1/~7 1J115 
~ ~ ...
 
Date of Last Post-Closure Inspection:
 Reason for Last Post-Closure Inspection: Quarterly
P.3!2 '1 !P7 IJ J 
Responsible Agency: National Security Technologies - Enviroumcntal Restornuon
 
..­
Address: Nevada Test Site, Mercury. Nevada 
Responsible Agency Officral: Jeffrey L. Snnth, Project Manager 
Title:	 I Orgaruzanon: Environmental RestorationChief Inspector: (;,/Om R:C/'Ay'ch~'7 -';:sl ftt.N~.,t:r 
v , .-

ASSistant Inspector:
 Title:	 Environrnernal Restoration ER / ('C",HIC. ! #"j/fHIf,rr.1 Orgamzauon: 
v 
7?t~j ~etr;s 
A, GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
I.	 All checklist Items must be completed and detailed comments made to document the results of the site inspection. The completed checklist is 
part of the field record of the mspectiou. Additional pages should be used as necessary to ensure that a complete record IS made. Attach the 
additional pages and number all pages upon completion of the inspection 
2.	 Any checklist line item marked by an inspector in a SHADED BOX must he fully explamed or an appropnate reference 10 previous reports 
provided. The purpose of tlus requirement ISto provide a written explanation 01 inspector observauons and the inspector's rauonale tor 
conclusions and recornmcndauons. Explanations arc ro be placed on additional attachments and cross-referenced appropnateiy. 
Explanations. in addinon to narrative, will take the form of sketches, measurements, and annotated site mops. 
3.	 The SHe inspection ISa walking inspection of the enure sue including the perimeter and sulficrent nausects 10 be able to inspect the entire 
surface and all features specifically described 111 this checklist. 
4.	 A standard set of color photographs IS required. In addition, all anomalous features or new features (such as changes in adjacent area land usc I 
<Ire to be photographed. /\ photograph log eunv will be made for each photograph taken 
5 Field notes taken to Il<;SISt in compleuon oltlns checklist will become part ofthe Inspection record. No form is specified for field notes; 
however, they must he legible aud in sufficient detail 10 enable review hy succeeding inspectors and the responsible agency. 
6	 ThIS Ul1l1 will be mspecred quarterly with formal reponing 10 the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection 10 be done annually. nlc 
annual repon will mclude an execunve summary, thrs mspecuon checklist WIth field notes and photograph log attached, and 
recornrnendauons and conclusions 
B. PREPARATION (To be competed pnor 10 SHt vlSII) YES NO EXPLANATION 
...;.::_c ...· 
r.. .;r~ !t.+:·iI. Has the Post-Closure Perrnu been reviewed' V 
~ ....­" 
2. Have the design basis documents been reviewed? ,,"',iV
-_. 
";i':;­3. Have the site as-built plans and sue base map been reviewed' V 
4. Havethe previous inspecnon reports been reviewed? 
.'j.;.1>,.~V 
......­
a.	 Wert: anomalies or trends detected on previous
 
inspections?
 I ",:'\~"~. V' 
, 51(J,s"'/~"ce C ..M.i" rt:,P..,·,." ... -{-1,~ ~"$f- ~,,~c ~7C-
b. Was mamtenancu performed? ~t >0;1 cover: ~t#·c cp...plr/~~.,~ #.:,y /1{, ZiJ07
-_... ....­"v:' I" 
5. Havethe site marnrcnance and repair records been reviewed? V ~i 
a, Has site repair resulted III a change 1;"'111 as-built 
" 
conditions? V 
.......­
b.	 Arc revised ax-built plans available thai reflect rcpan
 
changes?
 ..
..' Mil 
C.	 SITE INSPECTION PREPARATION 
......_­
Assemble the following. as needed. to conduct mspccnons: 
u. Camera. tilm. and bartcnex 
b. Keys to locks 
c. Clipboard 
d. Tape measure 
e. Radio, pager, etc.
 
f Previous Post-Closure Report, lnspecnon Checklists, reoarr records, and as-built plans
 
g. Other miscellaneous support equipment 
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CAL 110: AREA 3 WMJ) LJ-3ax/bl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSl'KCTlON CHECKLIST 
D.	 SITE INSPECTION YES NO EXPLANATION 
-------------'-------'----'------------····------·.-------11 
I. AdJaeL1rt off-site features 
a Have there been any changes in the usc or the adjacent if: 
area? If­
" 
..~ V 
...,­
b. Arc there any new ronds or trails? 
..... 
" 
-, 
V 
", 
'!l.e. Has there been any change in the position of nearby 
T V>washe ..'s? 
d.	 l Ias there been lateral excursion or erusion/dcposiuon of ~,*,. : 
nearby washes ~ -, J!o; V 
;, 
VC AJT there new dramagc channels? I' u ­
:.:-	
.. 
f Has there been a change m the surrounding vegetauon? 
.
~. . ~ 1 V 
2. Access roads, knees. gutes, and signs: 
a. Is there a break in the fence" 
-:» i: V­ .. h Have unv posts been damaged or their anchonng 
weakened') V1 '," 
c. Does the gate show evidence of tampering or damage? 
",'i,'" V 
,_.. 
'!~	 '.d Wns the gate locked" ~ ,,7; ! 
if· 
f: 
.' 
/c. Is there any evidence of human intrusion onto the cover? y 
f Is there any evidence of huge anunal muusion onto the 
cover? ';;' .t ,./ 
g, Have any signs been damaged IH removed" 
I \¢.' ~.(Number or ~Ig.ns replaced: _) c 
h Other'	 Ii'; .~.~.
",. ;VIA-	
,-­
3 Monuments and other permanent fearu ...:s: 
;-., 
a Have survey markers, boundary monuments, Or mounonng 
stations been disturbed? .> 
,h Do natural processes threaten the llltegnty or any survey .... ., ~l 
mal ker. boundary 11l011Ull1cnl or morntoung stuuon" ~ 
c Is then; excessive vcgcrauon around the survey markers. },: 
boundary monuments. or rnnnitonng stauons? V 
Y;' }~.:!' 
d. Other" rI/1f
~_. .-._.. " 
4. Waste umt cover 
a. Is there evidence of settliug? 
/ ~rllt.l::) .;J~~fi+-,e-cI .0/.. ,., ...) N.( M~"'cL 1007-­
b. Is there evidence or crackmg? 
V ,"Sj>(c -I." 11 "'et'"<'	 r(p.'rf'd 0 ... #4V /1(- ,007. 
c. Is there evidence of erosron I.wmd or water)? 
d. Is there evidence of animal bUITnw111g'! ;:t~ 
c.	 Is there a change In the vegetation growing on the cover not Ii". 
cousistcnt with the uaturally-occurnng vegetation 
.. ~;growing outside the unit? 
g. Other (ircludmg trash, debus,etcwuhm fenced area)? ,~;' , 
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CAU 110: AREA 3 WMD U-3ax/bl CRATER, POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
5. Photograph lnstrucnons: 
A total of ~ photographs arc requued to be taken dunng each mspecuon (If CAU J 10. Additional photographs may also be taken The required 
photographs shall be taken as follows: 
• Four (4) from the center of the unit, One in each compass direcuon (i.e., N, S, E, W) und 
• Four (4) of the utut from outside the fence. one In each compass dirccuon 
6. Photograph Documentation:	 YES NO EXPLANATION 
f---+--".--ci-·------·····-····---------------------11 
a.	 Have all photographs required by the photograph
 
mstrucuons been taken"
 
h.	 Has a photograph log been prepared;.'}
 
(Numbcrof photogrnphs taken' _~.J
 
c. Other') 
E, FIELD CONCLLJSIONS 
·-········-,------------------------_1 
I. Is there an rmrmnent hazard (0 the uucgruy of the unu" 
(Immediate report require") 
Person! Agency to whom report was made: 
.,L'l('n c.....,q 4 r « /1'7 
ioN r~ Jp " ,, ;:r/eo ~.d. __ 
7 
5D4, e ~..,.;~ ... I 
~ ," .... 
~. Are more frequent inspections required':' 
3. Are existmg rnamtenance/repair actions satisfactory? 
5. Field cunclusions/rcconuncndations ----'--'-=--=7f--'-'--';-t'-"--f-.:...:...:...::.....:..:...::..::-=-=-'-=;r---'=---'-==----:.-..::....:...:....::..:...:.-'-'}'---"''-'--''--:....::..:....-­
O"C( lie..../­ t.DV;,/,·../, ...... 
4. Isother mainteuance/reparr necessary? 
F. CERTIFICATION 
If----:--------------------------------·-··-····-··--···.. 
I have conduction an inspection ofCAU 110. ArCH 3 WMD U-3aXibJ Crater, IIIacconlancc with the procedures of the Post-Closure Permu (including the
 
Post-Closure Plan) as recoru~d on this checklist. attached sheers, lIeld ···"es. photographs, and photograph logs.
 
- --- --'-,----=--'-----'------'::........:...-'----------------JI
 
Chief Inspector's Signature: I Dilte:
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CAU 110 - PCIMR 
Revision: 0 
Date: July 2007 
PHOTOGRAPH LOG I I 
IPHOTOGRAPH I DATE DESCRIPTIONNUMBER I I 
I 09/19/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover looking northeast. 
2 09/19/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover looking northwest. 
3 09/19/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover looking southeast. 
4 09/19/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking southwest. 
5 09/19/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking northeast. 
6 09/19/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking northwest. 
7 09/19/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking southeast. 
8 09/19/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking southwest. 
9 11/01/2006 View of subsidence on the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bJ cover. 
]0 11/06/2006 View of cracking on the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
11 11/08/2006 View of subsidence on the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
12 12/13/2006 View of repairs the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
13 12/20/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking northeast. 
14 12/20/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover looking northwest. 
15 12/20/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover looking southeast. 
]6 12/20/2006 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking southwest. 
17 12/20/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking northeast. 
18 12/20/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking northwest. 
]9 12/20/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 fence looking southeast. 
20 12/20/2006 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking southwest. 
21 03/29/2007 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking northeast. 
22 03/29/2007 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking northwest. 
23 03/29/2007 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover looking southeast. 
24 03/29/2007 View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking southwest. 
25 03/29/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking northeast. 
26 03/29/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking northwest. 
27 03/29/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking southeast. 
28 03/29/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking southwest. 
29 05/14/2007 View of subsidence on the northeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
30 05/14/2007 View of repairs of the northeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
31 06/04/2007 View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover looking north. 
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32 06/04/2007 View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover looking east. 
33 06/04/2007 View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 Crater cover looking south. 
34 06/04/2007 View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover looking west. 
3S 06/04/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking north. 
36 06/04/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 fence looking east. 
37 06/04/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl fence looking west. 
38 06/04/2007 View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 fence looking south. 
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09/1912006 
1. View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl cover looking northeast. 
09/1912006 
2. View from center ofArea 3 WMD U-3axlbl cover looking northwest. 
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09/19/2006 
3. View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1cover looking southeast. 
09/19/2006 
4. View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking southwest. 
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09/19/2006 
5. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axJbl fence looking northeast. 
09/19/2006 
6. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axJbl fence looking northwest. 
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09/1912006 
7. View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 fence looking southeast. 
09/19/2006 
8. View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 fence looking southwest. 
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11/01/2006 
9. View of subsidence on the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
11/06/2006 
10. View of cracking on the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3axJbl cover. 
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11/08/2006 
11. View of subsidence on the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
12/13/2006 
12. View of repairs of the southeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover. 
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12/20/2006 
13. View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl cover looking northeast. 
12/20/2006 
14. View from center ofArea 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking northwest. 
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12/20/2006 
15. View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl cover looking southeast. 
12/20/2006 
16. View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking southwest. 
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1212012006 
17. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl fence looking northeast. 
1212012006 
18. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl fence looking northwest. 
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12/20/2006 
19. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axJbl fence looking southeast. 
12/2012006 
20. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axJbl fence looking southwest. 
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03/29/2007 
21. View from center of Area 3 WMD U·3axJbl cover looking northeast. 
03/29/2007 
22. View from center of Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl cover looking northwest. 
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03/29/2007 
23. View from center of Area 3 WMD V-3axlbl cover looking southeast. 
03/29/2007 
24. View from center of Area 3 WMD V-3ax!b1 cover looking southwest. 
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03/29/2007 
25. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl fence looking northeast. 
03/29/2007 
26. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl fence looking northwest. 
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03/29/2007 
27. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl fence looking southeast. 
03/29/2007 
28. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axlbl fence looking southwest. 
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05/14/2007 
29. View of subs idence on the northeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover . 
05/14/2007 
30. View of repairs of the northeast edge of the Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 cover. 
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06/04/2007 
31. View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover looking north. 
06/0412007 
32. View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover looking east. 
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06/0412007 
33. View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover looking south. 
06/04/2007 
34. View from center Area 3 WMD U-3ax/bl Crater cover looking west. 
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06/04/2007 
35. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axJbl fence looking north. 
06/04i2007 
36. View from Area 3 WMD U-3axJbl fence looking east. 
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06/04/2007 
37. View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 fence looking west. 
06/04/2007 
38. View from Area 3 WMD U-3ax/b1 fence looking south. 
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MONITORING DATA*
 
*Monitoring data is summarized in Section 4.0 of this report, and the complete data set is kept in 
the project files in Mercury, NY. 
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VEGETATION MONITORING
 
CAU 110, U3-ax/bl CLOSURE COVER
 
May 2007
 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
A closure cover for the U3-ax/b1 disposal unit in Area 3 of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) was 
approved and constructed in the fall of 2000. Immediately after the construction of the closure 
cover, actions were taken to reestablish a cover of native vegetation. The surface of the 
completed closure cover was ripped to about 15 centimeters (em) (6 inches [in.]) and disked to 
provide a suitable seedbed. A seed mix consisting of nine native shrub species, two native 
grasses and one native forb was used to seed the surface soils using a Tye drill seeder equipped 
with multiple drag chains. All plant species included in the seed mix are typically shallow 
rooted plants. A straw mulch was applied and secured using a Finn crimper. The slopes of the 
closure cover and the area between the cover and fence were not seeded . All revegetation 
activities were completed by the end of December 2000. The success of the revegetation effort 
has been monitored annually since the spring of2001. 
Natural precipitation in this region is unpredictable and meager. To minimize the effects of 
typical dry conditions and to maximize the potential for seed germination and plant 
establishment a solid-set irrigation system consisting of a 10-cm (4-in.) pipe feeding 21 lateral 
lines and 207 super stand sprinklers was assembled and deployed in late December 2000. The 
first irrigation was in the latter part of January 200 I and the last was the first week of June 200 I. 
The combination of natural precipitation and supplemental irrigation totaled 21.6 ern (8.5 in.), 
which is 12.6 em (5.0 in.) more than the 45-year average precipitation received from January to 
June for this area. 
Based on precipitation records from 1961 to 2007, precipitation received during the growing 
season, which is defined as the period from September of the previous year through June ofthe 
current year, have not been favorable for plant growth since revegetation occurred in 2000. The 
45-year average amount of precipitation received during the growing season as recorded at the 
BJY weather station just north and west of the U3-ax/bl closure cover, is 13.2 em (5.2 in.). In 
2001 10.9 em (4.3 in.) of precipitation were received, slightly below the average. In 2002,4.I 
em (1.6 in.) were received, and in 2003,8.6 em (3.4 in)., completing the third consecutive year 
with below normal precipitation. Few significant precipitation events occurred from 2001 to 
2003. Storms were typically smaIl and failed to provide sufficient moisture for either seed 
germination or sustained plant growth. Finally in 2004 and 2005, above normal precipitation 
was experienced: 14.7 em (5.8 in.) in 2004 and 25.4 em (10.0 in.) in 2005. During the last two 
years precipitation during the growing season has been below normal. In 2006 precipitation was 
11.2 cm (4.4 in.) and for 2007, through May 6, precipitation is 2.8 em (1.1 in.). 
In 2005 an increase in the number of small mammals on the closure cover was noted, and 
because of the potential effect of small mammal burrows on the soil water holding capacity and 
the rate of water infiltration (Arthur and Markham, 1983; Laundr,e 1989, 1993; Smith et al., 
1995), action was taken to reduce the number of small mammals on the closure cover and 
adjacent area between the closure cover and fence. Trapping is typically scheduled for the spring 
to remove pregnant animals prior to their first litter of the year. Subsequent trapping sessions 
may occur later in the summer and fall to remove animals that may have evaded the spring 
trapping or may have migrated onto the site. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objective of this report is to present the results of the vegetation monitoring conducted in 
May 2007 . The status of the vegetation on the closure cover is described and herein compared 
with adjacent areas not revegetated as well as with the vegetation common in similar habitat 
types. Any problems are identified and remedial actions recommended in order to maintain a 
viable vegetative cover on the U3-ax/bl closure cover. The results of the small mammal trapping 
and relocation effort are also presented in this report. The number of captures by species is 
reported for the one trapping session conducted so far this year. 
METHODS 
Vegetation Monitoring 
The success of the revegetation efforts at the U3-ax/bl closure cover is determined by estimating 
plant cover, density and diversity data and comparing it to non-seeded areas or to similar 
vegetation types on NTS. Field sampling this year was completed on May 7,2007. Five of the 
fifteen 1OO-meter (m) (328-foot [ft]) long permanent transects were randomly selected for 
sampling this year (transect numbers 2,6,7,8, and 14). Three of the five 50-m (164-ft) 
permanent transects located between the closure cover and the perimeter fence, a non-seeded 
area, are typically sampled and compared to the seeded area. In 2007 the non-seeded area was 
not sampled because, like last year, there was no vegetation. Data gathered last year will be used 
for comparisons. 
Plant cover is estimated using an ocular projection device that is placed at a given interval along 
each transect. At each placement four ocular points are projected, and the type of cover, e.g. 
rock, bare ground, litter, mulch, or plant species, intercepted by the points is recorded. A total of 
100 points are sampled per transect on the closure cover and 50 points along each of the transects 
sampled in the non-seeded area. Absolute cover is determined by dividing the number of points 
recorded for each cover class or species by the total number of points projected. 
Plant density is estimated using a meter square (m2) quadrat, which is placed at given intervals 
along each transect. At each location the number of individual plants encountered within each 
quadrat is counted and recorded. Twenty quadrats are placed at 5-m (16.4 -feet [ft]) intervals 
along the transects located on the closure cover and 10 quadrats at 5-m (16.4 -ft) intervals along 
transects located on the unseeded area. Plants density estimates are averaged over all quadrats 
and reported as number of plants per unit area (m'). 
Plant diversity is a measurement of the number of different species found on a site. Plant 
diversity is determined by counting and recording the number of species found within each 
2 
quadrat used to sample plant density. The numbers are averaged and reported as the number of 
species per area. 
To assess the revegetation success of a site, comparisons can be made to undisturbed habitat in 
similar vegetation types. However, there are no sites within close proximity of the D3-ax/bl 
closure cover that have not been disturbed. The only possible reference data is from permanent 
study plots established on NTS in the 1960s (Webb et aI., 2003) to monitor vegetation changes. 
One of the permanent plots is located near the D3-ax/bl closure cover in a shadscale/winterfat 
plant assemblage (Webb et aI., 2003), which is similar to the type of vegetation that has 
established on the closure cover. This permanent study plot was visited in 2002 to be sampled 
but was found to be heavily disturbed and was not sampled. Data collected in 1963 and 1975, 
prior to being disturbed, showed a total vegetative cover of 16.4% and 25.8%, respectively. The 
fluctuations in plant cover could have been the direct result of the amount of precipitation 
received during the growing season, which was 7.9 em (3.1 in.) in 1963, well below the normal 
of 13.2 em (5.2 in.) and 29.2 ern (11.5 in.) in 1975, almost twice the average. 
Small Mammal Relocation 
In the spring of 2007 small mammal traps with trap covers were placed near active small 
mammal burrows on the closure cover and along the perimeter fence. Approximately 100 small 
mammal traps were placed near active burrows on and around the closure cover in the spring of 
2005. Another 30 traps were added during the spring 2007 trapping session. Several traps were 
repositioned based on burrow activity and capture results. A single trapping session, consisting 
of three trap-nights, occurred the first week of May. The goal was to remove sufficient number 
of animals so that total captures are 10 or less during one trap night. During each trapping 
session, traps are opened in the evening at a time when diurnal animals (ground squirrels, birds, 
etc.) are least likely to be active and enter the traps. Traps are baited with a mix of bird seed and 
rolled oats. Captured animals are removed from the traps early enough the next morning to 
minimize stress to the captured animals. Animals are removed from the traps, and descriptive 
information is recorded on each animal before it is released. Information recorded may include 
the species of the captured animal, its sex, reproductive status, vigor, age class, or weight. The 
animals are transported to an area of similar habitat and at a distance beyond their home range 
(Howard 1995). At this distance released animals are unlikely to return to the D3-ax/bl closure 
cover. Relocation sites are typically 3 to 8 kilometers (km) (5 mi) from the D3-ax/bl closure 
cover. 
RESULTS 
Vegetation Monitoring 
Plant Cover - Perennial plant cover was 10.6% in 2007, a significant decrease from the 19.6% 
experienced last year, yet still higher than it was in 2004 (Table 1). The only plant contributing 
to plant cover this year was shadscale. In previous years other common shrubs, such as Nevada 
ephedra and winterfat, contributed to overall plant cover (Table 1). Grasses have never 
established well on the cover cap and have never contributed to overall perennial plant cover 
(Figure 1). This year, like last year, there were no annual plants. Precipitation has been below 
recorded, 
3 
Table 1. Average percentage plant cover on the closure cover at CAU 110, U3-ax/b1 from 2001 to 2007. 
Perennials 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Unseeded 
Shadscale** * * 2.2 8.6 15.4 18.0 10.6 0.0 
Nevada Ephedra * * 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 0.0 0.0 
Winterfat 
-
* 
-
* 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 
Fourwing saltbush -* * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Perennial Plant 
Cover 2.6 6.4 2.4 9.6 16.8 19.6 10.6 0.0 
Annuals 
Buckwheat 
-
* 
-
* 0.6 0.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Halogeton * * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Russian thistle -* * 0.0 3.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Other annual forbs * * 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cheatgrass * * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Annual Plant 
Cover 5.2 0.0 0.8 3.2 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Plant Cover 7.8 6.4 3.2 12.8 20.2 19.6 10.6 0.0 
Bare GroundJRock 48.6 69.5 68.8 72.6 53.6 57.2 63.6 58.7 
LitterlMulch 43.6 24.1 28.0 14.6 26.2 23.2 25.8 41.3 
• - Not recorded by species 
•• - See Table 4 for scientific names 
norrnal the last two years. Since September of2006 only 2.5 em (1.0 in.) ofrain has been 
obviously insufficient for any annual growth and even detrimental to perennial plant growth and 
vigor. 
With the lack of precipitation, noxious annual plants, such as Russian thistle and halogeton, have 
not been present in either the seeded or non-seeded areas. As mentioned in previous years, 
reseeding the closure cover with perennial native plant species, followed by a short-term 
intensive irrigation, has resulted in a viable perennial plant cover somewhat resistant to typical 
drought conditions, thus providing a persistent vegetative cover, even during below normal 
precipitation periods. Without such a persistent perennial plant cover, active evapotranspiration 
would be dependent on annual plant growth, which, as noted in the last five years, is limited in 
time and duration. Annual plants are non-existent during severe or continuous periods of 
drought; even during favorable growing conditions, their short lifespan (weeks) limits their 
contribution to evapotranspiration. 
The amount of exposed soil as measured by the percentage of bare ground has averaged a little 
more than 60% over the last four years (Table I), not much different than the amount of bare 
ground on the non-seeded areas. The amount oflitter on the closure cover averages 22%, 
notably lower than the 41% on the non-seeded areas . 
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Figure 1. Changes in plant cover on the closure cover at U3-ax/bl over the last five years. 
In comparison to historic data collected from the permanent study plots (Webb et al., 2003), the 
amount of vegetative cover experienced this year is lower than would be expected on native, 
undisturbed vegetation. Composition of the vegetative cover on the closure cover is different 
than was recorded on the permanent study plot. Bud sagebrush, spiny hopsage , and wolfberry 
are common in the native plant community, but they have not established on the closure cover. 
These species were included in the mix of seeds used to revegetate the site knowing that they are 
typically very difficult to establish from seed. Previously a few individual plants of bud 
sagebrush and spiny hopsage have been observed on the site, but neither species is present in 
sufficient numbers to contribute to overall vegetative cover. 
The other difference between the U3-ax/bl closure cover and the ecological monitoring plot is in 
the amount of perennial grasses. Grasses have not contributed to plant cover on the closure 
cover to date. On the ecological monitoring plot, grasses made up less than 1% in 1963 but 
increased to 2.5% in 1973. Grasses contribute a small amount to overall plant cover in this 
vegetation type; however, it should be more than is currently measured on the closure cover. 
Indian ricegrass and squirreltail grass are present on the closure cover and, with time and more 
favorable growing conditions, may contribute more to total plant cover. 
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Plant Density - The 2.0 perennial plant species/rn'' represents the lowest density measured on 
the closure cover to date (Table 2; Figure 2). The decrease cannot be attributed to a single 
species, rather the decrease can be attributed to a decline in shadscale, Nevada ephedra, 
winterfat, and the complete absence of both perennial and annual grasses (Table 2). Indian 
ricegrass has been present at the site since it was revegetated; it declined to 0.1 plants/m' last 
year and was not observed during sampling this year. Several individual plants of fourwing 
saltbush are still present on the site although not encountered on the study plots. 
Table 2. Summary of plant density (plants/m') on the closure cover at CAU 110,U3-ax/bl from 2001 to 2007. 
Sluubs June '01 Apr '02 June '03 May '04 May 'as May '06 May '07 Unseeded 
Mohave Buckwheat 11.3 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Budsage 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Burrobush 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Desert Thorn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Fourwing Saltbush" 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Nevada Ephedra 6.8 6.7 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.3 0.4 0.0 
Rubber Rabbitbrush 11.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Shadscale 13.4 10.3 2.7 2.3 2.5 1.9 1.4 0.0 
Spiny Hopsage 1.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Winterfat 0.3 2.7 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 
Grasses
 
Indian Ricegrass 5.8 1.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0
 
Squirreltail 3.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
Annual grasses 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5 1.9 1.2 0.0 0.0
 
Forbs 
Globemallow <0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Buckwheat 15.1 7.8 13.7 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Halogeton 0.2 3.9 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Russian thistle 3.4 71.0 70.3 3.2 0.0 0.0 
Other annual forbs 0.8 0.4 2.0 QJ. 0.0 0.0 
Shrubs 56.3 24.8 4.5 4.5 4.7 3.5 2.0 0.0
 
Grasses 9.1 1.5 0.4 0.9 2.3 1.3 0.0 0.0
 
Forbs 0.0 0.0 19.5 89.1 98.5 12 0.0 0.0
 
Total Plant Density 65.4 26.3 24.4 94.5 105.5 8.3 2.0 0.0
 
• Not Seeded
 
See Table 4 for scientific names
 
The decrease in plant density may be the result of above normal precipitation in 2005 and part of 
2006, resulting in increases in plant biomass, at least during 2005 . In response to the increase in 
the food supply, the small mammal population increased dramatically as was evident from the 
small mammal trapping and relocation efforts in 2006 (Table 3). At the same time a marked 
increase in the number of lagomorphs (rabbits) took place on much ofNTS. The severe drought 
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Figure 2. Changes in plant density on the closure cover at U3-ax/bl over the last five years. 
conditions the last couple years have left these two groups of animals without sufficient food. It 
was evident during the vegetation sampling session this year that many plants are being grazed to 
a point where they may not recover. The most common plant experiencing heavy utilization is 
winterfat (Figure 3). It is more palatable than shadscale or Nevada ephedra and is preferred by 
browsing animals . Shadscale also showed signs of heavy browsing (Figure 4). This is quite 
uncommon because this species is not commonly browsed. The spiny nature of the plant and the 
high salt content of the leaves make this plant a less desirable plant for browsers. In many 
instances not only has the above ground biomass been browsed, but animals have burrowed into 
Figure 3. Severe browsing of foliage and roots of 
winterfat. 
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Figure 4. Severe browsing of stems of shadscale. 
the roots, in search of moist and more palatable portions of 
the plant (Figure 5). In most cases plants recover from 
above ground browsing; however, the attack on the roots of 
the plant usually results in plant mortality. Over the past 
few years the density of shadscale has decreased as plants 
have matured, and resources have become more limiting. 
The intensive browsing observed this year along with 
burrowing into the roots coupled with the effects of severe 
drought conditions may result in even lower plant densities 
in future years. At the same time the plants that are present 
are native to the area and have adapted to dry conditions. 
When favorable growing conditions return, these plants will 
flower and set seed , like they have in previous years, thus 
improving the potential of young plants establishing and 
filling any voids that may have been created from plant 
mortality during this drought period. 
Figure 5. SmaU mammal 
burrowing into roots of shadscale. 
Plant Diversity - Plant diversity, as measured by the number of different plant species present at 
a site, has declined from a high of nine perennial species in 2002 to just three species this year. 
The three species were shadscale, winterfat, and Nevada ephedra. Last year Indian ricegrass was 
encountered and the year before spiny hopsage. Decreases in plant diversity is typical of the dry 
desert climate ofNTS. As sufficient precipitation is received for plant growth, not only does 
plant density increase, but species such as Indian ricegrass, spiny hopsage, and bud sagebrush 
reappear. 
Small Mammal Trapping and Relocation - The 2005 trapping effort consisted of six trap 
nights, three per week for two consecutive weeks in April, and then three trap nights in both June 
and September for a total of 12 trap nights. A total of 186 animals were removed from the 
closure cover and relocated approximately 8 km (5 mi.) from the site. Trapping in 2006 began 
the week of April 17 and continued through the week of May 8, for a total of 12 trap nights. A 
total of 449 animals were captured and relocated during the four weeks, which is more than 
twice as many animals relocated in 2005. Relocation efforts in 2007 included three trap nights 
during the week of April 23. A total of46 animals were captured and relocated (Table 3). Of 
note was the capture and relocation of nine whitetail antelope squirrels. Only one had been 
captured previously. 
Since the spring of 2005, 681 animals have been removed from the CAU 110, U3-axlbl closure 
cover area, 341 from the closure cover and 340 from the area between the closure cover and the 
fence. Kangaroo rats, primarily Merriam's and some Great Basin, are the most common group 
of small mammals captured (58% of all captures). Over all sessions 396 kangaroo rats were 
captured and relocated. A total of 272 deer mice were captured (40% of all captures) and 
relocated. Ten whitetail antelope squirrel, one grasshopper mouse , and two longtailed 
pocketmice were captured and relocated (2% of all captures) (Table 3). 
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A casual reconnaissance of the closure cover this year would suggest an increased amount of 
burrowing activity, although the number of animal captures is contradictive. Closer inspection 
of the new burrows revealed shallow burrows (Figure 5) apparently constructed in an effort to 
reach the roots of shadscale and winterfat (Figure 3). In some instances the burrow would circle 
a shrub but would not penetrate more than 8 - 12 em (3 - 5 in). 
As previously reported the exclusion of small mammals from the closure cover would require a 
significant effort . Basic attempts to exclude burrowing animals from the site, such as increasing 
predators or animal relocations, appear to be inconsequential in comparison to the fluctuations in 
the number of small mammal caused by increases or decreases in annual precipitation and plant 
production. 
Table 3. Results of trapping and relocation of smalJ mammals on the closure cover and surrounding area 
within the perimeter fence at CAU 110, U3-ax/bl from April 2005 to May 2007. 
2005 & 2006 May '07 Totals Year to Date 
Cover Fence Cover Fence Cover Fence 
Merriam's Kangaroo Rat 156 177 20 13 176 190 
Great Basin Kangaroo Rat 18 8 3 21 9 
Whitetail Antelope Squirrel 0 3 6 3 7 
Longtailed Pocket mouse 2 0 0 0 2 0 
Grasshopper Mouse 0 0 0 0 
Deer Mouse ill 134 Q Q ill 134 
315 320 26 20 341 340 
9 
CONCLUSIONSIRECOMMENDATIONS
 
The perennial plants found on the closure cover at U3-ax/bl appear to be well established and 
continue to provide a viable vegetative cover (Figures 6a-6d; 7a-7d). Some species are less 
tolerant of dry conditions, but with increased precipitation these species seem to recover. There 
appears to be added stress on the plants from the robust populations of small mammals and 
lagomorphs the last couple years. There is no indication that remedial revegetation is necessary 
at this time, but vegetation monitoring in future years should focus on the effects of the increased 
number of small mammals and lagomorphs recently, specifically on the density and vigor of the 
perennial plants present on the closure cover. Also it is important to monitor the presence of 
annual weedy species , such as halogeton , cheatgrass , and Russian thistle . The peripheral area 
between the cover cap and the fence has become a source of seed for these weedy species. 
Without a cover of perennial native plants these areas are prone to invasion by annual weedy 
species, which then can spread onto adjacent areas. Currently these species are in check on the 
closure cover; however, if they increase in density on the closure cover, some remedial action 
may be necessary to protect the composition and stability of the vegetative cover on the closure 
cover. Any significant ground disturbances on the closure cover where the vegetation has been 
removed or heavily disturbed should be vegetated. Weedy species, such as halogeton or Russian 
thistle, are poor competitors and it is important to as quickly as possible, establish a vegetative 
cover comprised of native perennial species . This win minimize the possibility of these areas 
being dominated by noxious weeds and serving as a source of seed for these species. 
There may be some minor tasks that could be done that may reduce the number of small 
mammals on the closure cover. As noted from the trapping data there are as many small 
mammals along the fence as there are on the closure cover (Table 3). During periods of 
abundant precipitation and plant growth skeletons of plants, primarily Russian thistle (tumble 
weeds) accumulates on both sides of the fence that surrounds the closure cover. These mounds 
ofRussian thistle provide excellent cover for small mammals and protect them from predators. 
This added cover also serves as an island for animals moving onto the site from adjacent areas . 
These islands reduce the distance that to which immigrating small mammals are exposed. 
Removing the Russian thistle from the perimeter of the closure cover would 1) reduce the 
poss ibility that animals would inhabit these areas because it would be too open and exposed; 2) 
expose animals that are there to natural predators, again reducing the likelihood that they (small 
mammals) would occupy the area; and 3) eliminate islands of protection, and increase the 
distance an animal is exposed when moving onto the site from adjacent habitats. 
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Figure 6a. CAU 110, U3-ax/bl closure cover: June Figure 6b. CAU 110, U3-ax/bl closure cover: June 2005, 
2002, looking southeast from center of cover. looking southeast from center of cover. 
Figure 6c. CAU 110, U3-ax/bl closure cover: May 2006, Figure 6d. CAU 110, U3-ax/bl closure cover: May 2007, 
looking southeast from center of cover. looking southeast from center of cover. 
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Figure 7a. CAU 110, U3-ax/bl closure cover: May Figure 7b. CAU 110, U3-ax/bl closure cover: June 
2004, looking southeast from center of cover 2005, looking southeast from center of cover. 
Figure 7c. CAD 110, D3-ax/bl closure cover: May Figure 7d. CAU 110, U3-axlbl closure cover: May 
2006, looking southeast from center of cover. 2007, looking southeast from center of cover. 
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Table 4. Scientific and common names of plant species seeded or encountered 
U3-ax/bl closure cover. 
PERENNIALS Scientific Name Common Name 
SHRUBS Picrothamnus desertorum Bud sagebrush 
Atriplex confertifolia Shadscale 
Ephedra nevadensis Nevada ephedra 
Ericameria nauseosa Rubber rabbitbrush 
Eriognum fasciculatum Eastern Mohave buckwheat 
Grayia spinosa Spiny hopsage 
Krascheninnikovia lanata Winterfat 
Atriplex canescens (not seeded) Fourwing saltbush 
GRASSES Achnatherum hymenoides Indian ricegrass 
Elymus elymoides Squirreltail 
FORBS Sphaeralcea ambigua	 Globemallow 
ANNUALS 
GRASSES Bromus tectorum Cheatgrass 
Schimus arabicus Arabian schismus 
FORBS	 Amsinckia tessellata Bristly fiddleneck 
Chaenactis stevioides Steve's pincushion 
Cryptantha nevadensis Nevada cateyes 
Descurania pinnata Pinnate tansymustard 
Eriogonum species Buckwheat 
Eriogonum nidularium Birdnest buckwheat 
Halogeton glomerata Halogeton 
Malacothrix glabrata Smooth desert dandelion 
Mentzelia species Blazingstar 
Salsola tragus Prickly Russian thistle 
Sisymbrium altissimum Tumblemustard 
on the CAD 110, 
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APPENDIXF
 
SITE-SPECIFIC MONITORING DATA
 
*Monitoring data is summarized in Section 4.0 of this report, and the complete data set is kept in 
the project files in Mercury, NY. 
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